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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Problem
Serious environmental problems have existed at Anaconda, 
Montana, since the smelting of copper ores began there in 1884. 
Several million tons of wastes dumped from the smelting operations 
have destroyed thousands of acres of native vegetation. The 
problems became most serious starting in 1902 when copper pro­
duction, and consequently poisonous emissions, increased with the 
construction of the present smelter.
The smelter's airborne effluent contains sulfur compounds 
and a number of heavy metals, including arsenic, copper, lead, 
and zinc, all of which are partially responsible for the debasement 
of the ecosystem of the mountains surrounding Anaconda (Harkins and 
Swain, 1907). The Anaconda Company,which owns and operates the 
smelter, has altered the recovery and waste disposal methods so 
that in recent years the local ecosystem has been allowed to begin 
at least a partial recovery, as described later in this paper.
However, the local soils remain highly contaminated with heavy 
metals. This contamination combined with existing air pollution 
greatly hinders the rehabilitation process. Thus, plant cover and 
diversity are deficient over most of the area.
This deficiency leaves the watershed poorly protected, and 
serious water and wind erosion have resulted. In addition, the 
wildlife habitat is of poor quality, at least in the uplands.
Other values of the land resource, such as grazing and recreation, 
are also degraded. These facts, combined with the ghostly tree 
stumps and a knowledge of what could be, provoke a vitiated 
aesthetic experience for the concerned observer.
The Anaconda Company and several local civic groups have put 
forth random efforts to correct some of these deficiencies. Their 
attempts have centered on reforesting Anaconda's mountain sides 
with lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. latifolia) and Douglas-fir 
(Pseudotsuga menziesii). However, these reforestation attempts 
have met with only limited success.
The purpose of this study is to present the history of damage 
to vegetation by smelter wastes in the Anaconda region; to ascertain 
the extent of soil contamination by arsenic, copper, lead, and zinc; 
and to test the response of lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir grown in 
soils from within the zone of the smelter's influence.
These three basic objectives are aimed at the ultimate goal of 
developing a plan for the rehabilitation of the mountain lands near 
Anaconda. My intent is not to prepare a reclamation plan, but rather 
it is to adequately define the problem; judge the current planting 
efforts (in terms of soil contamination); and suggest alternatives 
for a continuing program of applied research.
Description of the Area
Anaconda is located in the Northern Rocky Mountains of 
western Montana on the western slope of the Continental Divide, 
Several headwater streams converge near the city to form the 
Clark Fork of the Columbia River —  formerly called the Deer 
Lodge River —  which flows north through the Deer Lodge Valley 
for approximately 30 miles before turning west. Anaconda is 
bordered to the northwest by the Flint Creek Range of the Sapphire 
Mountains, and to the south by the Anaconda Range. The two ranges 
are separated by Warm Springs Creek which flows from the west to 
join Mill Creek and Silver Bow Creek, coming from the south and 
east, respectively. Three other major points of reference are the 
Continental Divide, seven miles south; the mining city of Butte,
18 miles east; and Georgetown Lake, 14 miles west (Fig. 1).
Anaconda is at 5,200 feet elevation and receives about 14 
inches annual precipitation. Normal daytime temperatures range 
from 70 to 90°F. in summer and often drop to several degrees below 
zero for short periods in winter. Winds at the top of the smelter's 
smokestack usually blow towards the northeast or towards the south 
and may gust to 80 miles per hour. Ground level winds blow in 
varying directions and at much lower speeds.
The geology of the Anaconda region is quite heterogeneous.
Rocks range in age from Precambrian to Tertiary. The Precambrian 
rocks belong to the sedimentary Belt series, while the Tertiary 
rocks are mainly igneous and consist chiefly of granite, diorite.
FIGURE 1
Map of the Anaconda region. (U.S. Geological Survey Map)
andésite, and trachyandesite. The igneous rocks form stocks or 
smaller plugs and a few small dikes and sills. Glacial moraine 
deposits of the Quaternary are situated in the smaller valleys, 
notably those of Warm Springs Creek, Mill Creek, and Lost Creek. 
Colluvium and land slide deposits are found along the steeper 
slopes above the valleys; while alluvium and terrace gravels make 
up the stream channels (Csejtey, 1962; Emmons and Calkins, 1913;
Noel, 1956; Ross et al., 1955; Wanek and Barclay, 1966).
The majority of Anaconda's 12,000 people are in some way 
dependent on the Anaconda Company's smelter, the only industry in 
the town. In earlier days many people from throughout the Deer 
Lodge Valley were supported by farms and ranches. These sources 
of livelihood still exist, but have largely diminished.
Aside from the several sociological reasons for the national 
trend toward industrialization, there is an important local con­
sideration: Early in this century farmers and ranchers of the
Deer Lodge Valley found it impossible to coexist with a copper 
smelter. Waste products from the smelter killed thousands of horses, 
sheep, and cattle. Hay and potatoes were killed in the field or 
were rendered inedible by the poisonous emissions which settled 
from the atmosphere or were deposited in contaminated irrigation 
water. In addition, tailings and settling ponds expanded until 
they today cover approximately eight square miles of former agri­
cultural land. In 1891 a land surveyor reported that the township 
of Anaconda "contains some first class arable land along the bottoms 
on either side of Warm Springs Creek and Mill Creek and the ranchers
there located raise very large crops of hay, oats, potatoes and 
other vegetables . . . "  (Surveyor's Notes, 1891). Much of these 
lands have been converted to waste disposal sites for the smelter.
A slag pile just northeast of the city covers a field which, ac­
cording to Surveyor's Notes, was growing potatoes in 1858.
As a result of damages suffered by the farmers and ranchers —  
covered in Chapter II —  the Deer Lodge Valley Farmers Association 
was formed and brought suit against the Anaconda Company in 1905.
After lengthy court battles the defendant was exonerated on the 
grounds that the smelting industry provided the most good for the 
most people and should not be punished for impairing the operations 
of a minority industry. This ruling virtually constituted an official 
declaration changing the status quo of the southern Deer Lodge Valley.
Placer mining and lumber milling, which were secondary to 
Anaconda's economy, have all but been discontinued. Mining has been 
sporadic in recent years and abandoned placer mines and unrewarding 
test holes dot the region. The only lumber mill operating in the 
valley is situated in the city of Deer Lodge. Anaconda's lumber 
mills shut down several decades ago after the local timber supply 
was depleted. Indiscriminate cutting and lethal concentrations of 
sulfur oxides and heavy metals in the smelter smoke were responsible 
for the depletion.
The former forests consisted primarily of lodgepole pine and 
Douglas-fir in the mountains, with cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) 
and willows (Salix spp.) in the creek bottoms. Today, the town is 
surrounded by areas of weedy grasses and shrubs including basin
wild-rye (Elymus cinereus), rabbit brush (Chrysothamnus spp.) and 
horse brush (Tetradymia canescens). Scattering junipers (Juniperus 
scopulorum and horizontalis) still stand on the hillsides and 
willows in the creek bottoms with aspen (Populus tremuloides) in­
vading the draws and gullies (see Plate I),
Anaconda is one of Montana's few industrial centers and its 
atmosphere is highly polluted. The largest single polluter is the 
smelter which emits 515 tons of sulfur (1,030 tons sulfur dioxide) 
daily from its tall stack and converter roof line. Particulate 
matter from these sources averages 22 tons per day emitted to the 
atmosphere (Laird, 1971).
Arsenic in Anaconda's atmosphere averages 0.45 micrograms per 
cubic meter which is one of the highest concentrations in any area 
of the nation. In fact. Anaconda's air has nine times more arsenic 
per cubic meter than does the air of Los Angeles or New York City 
(Montana State Board of Health, 1962). Occasionally, daytime 
visibility is greatly reduced by dust blown from the smelter's 
tailings and from the poorly protected hillsides. These dusts are 
laden with smelter pollutants, including arsenic, cadmium, copper, 
lead, and zinc.
PLATE I
Looking south from the east end of Stucky Ridge. The old smelter works was just to the right 
of the picture; furrowed piles of old tailings are in the center; the smelter and active slag pile
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are at the left; and the foothills of the Anaconda Range are across the Warm Springs Valley.
CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF DAMAGE TO VEGETATION BY SMELTER 
WASTES IN THE ANACONDA REGION
To give the reader somewhat of a feel for the early situation 
I will begin this chapter with a rough picture of the beginning of 
industrialized man's activities in the mining and smelting district 
of western Montana.
Early Operations in Butte and Anaconda
The brothers Granville and James Stuart pioneered Montana's 
mining developments when they discovered gold here in 1858 (Stuart, 
1925). Their discovery led others to an 1864 strike of placer gold 
in what is now the city of Butte. These placer deposits were mostly 
shallow and low grade so that the miners soon began working veins and 
lodes. One of the more famous diggings was the Rainbow Lode at 
Walkerville on Butte's north side. The ore was hauled about 150 
miles by wagon to Fort Benton, on the Missouri River, then shipped 
down the river to St. Louis, and finally hauled east to Newark, New 
Jersey. A few years later copper ore was hauled by wagon to Salt Lake 
City, then to the east coast by rail and on to the smelter at Swansea, 
Wales, by ship (Smith, 1953).
Hauling ore was arduous and expensive, so in 1866 the first 
blast furnace to reduce the ore was built in Butte. The exact
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purpose of this furnace is speculative. An oldtimer in Butte 
named J. H. Johns claimed that the furnace was built to smelt gold 
quartz ores, but a more popular belief is that it was built to 
smelt the copper ore of the Parrot Lodes. The furnace cost about 
$7,000 and was given up as a failure after several trials. In 1868 
the furnace was rebuilt on a new location and produced about four 
tons of crude copper before shutting down (Smith, 1953). Though 
reports are sketchy and sometimes conflicting, this was the start 
of ore reduction and concentration operations in western Montana.
It was also the first exposure of local vegetation to smoke and fumes 
from these operations.
Butte's placer gold soon was playing out and while miners ex­
pected to find more gold underground, they instead found silver and 
copper. A few silver ore reduction plants were built soon after the 
first blast furnace, but these were unsuccessful and by 1869 the in­
dependent operators had folded. The placers which were still operating 
supported Butte until they were abandoned in 1875.
Great silver deposits were discovered and the potential for 
copper as a conductor of electricity and heat was being realized in 
1875. Silver mining was gouging out a piece of Butte's history and 
turning up gigantic new copper discoveries. In the same year the 
Walker Brothers of Salt Lake City sent Marcus Daly, a miner and spec­
ulator, to Butte to check out and buy mining property. Daly's first 
purchase was the Alice Mine at the north end of Walkerville (Smith, 
1953).
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From 1875 to 1881 many new silver and copper mines opened and 
at least a dozen smelters and concentrating mills were built. Butte's 
first successful copper concentration plant, the Olin, was a simple 
gravity separation plant built in 1875 near the center of town. Three 
years later the Colorado and Montana Smelting Company, under William 
A. Clark, started operating the first major copper smelter in the area 
These were followed by several more reduction plants, all of whose 
processes involved roasting the ores in heaps in the open or in stalls, 
The open roasting methods led to what was probably the most severe 
smoke problem anywhere in the world (Smith, 1953).
George Wesley Davis (1921) traveled to Butte in these early days. 
He tells of his stagecoach departing from a roadhouse along the way:
We watched a game of faro for a few moments, and then 
passed on to the barren stretch that led to Butte. What 
seemed to be a low-hanging cloud hid the camp from view.
Only a few mine shacks on the brow of the hill could be 
seen.
After unloading a passenger at Timber, Butte ("a hill where one 
lone tree grew amongst granite boulders, thus giving the butte its 
name") the stage continued.
Not far from along towards the city ore was being 
roasted outside in the grounds of a reduction works, the 
fumes rising in clouds of cobalt blue, fading into gray, 
as it settled over the town like a pall. Indians called 
the dumps of burning ore 'stink piles'.
The driver reined his horses as we entered the cloud 
of stifling sulphur and cautiously guided them up the hill.
A policeman, with a sponge over his mouth and nose, to 
protect him from the fumes, lead us to a little hotel in 
Broadway, for we could not see across the street. Lanterns 
and torches were carried by some to light the way through 
the sulphur cloud.
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During the period 1881 to 1893 the operations of the silver 
mills rose and fell like a parabola. The value of silver started 
dropping slowly at the turn of the decade and in 1892 plunged 
downward into the Panic of 1893. Butte saw poor economic condi­
tions ahead, but a rivalry over water rights that had developed 
between William A. Clark and Marcus Daly helped the region bounce 
back. In an effort to "stimulate business and make friends who 
might later be valuable in both his business and his politics" Clark 
bought $400,000 worth of gold coin in London and had it shipped to 
Butte to loan local businessmen. Not to be outdone, Daly followed 
Clark's actions, but with $700,000 in gold coin. Butte was then able 
to withstand the panic and go on producing copper (Glasscock, 1935).
By 1896 the last large active silver producer had shut down and 
due to the ambitions of Marcus Daly, and a poor water supply, copper 
smelting later became a dead industry in Butte. The city now lived 
off its mines which were yielding about 17% of the world's copper 
(Sanders, 1913).
Daly purchased the Anaconda Mine in 1881 and formed the Anaconda 
Copper Mining Company. He needed a smelter but Butte's water supply 
was inadequate. Consequently, in 1884 he built his smelter —  later 
called the "upper works" —  on the north side of Warm Springs Creek.
It had a daily capacity of 500 tons of ore and two years later its 
capacity was doubled. Increased production of the Butte mines demanded 
still higher capacities so in 1887 the "lower works" were built about 
one mile east. Due to many delays, including a major fire, the new 
plant was not operative until 1889 (Sanders, 1913).
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The combined capacity of the two smelters was 4,000 tons of 
ore daily but Daly was still unsatisfied. He decided to scrap 
these facilities and replace them with a single gigantic smelter.
The new works, called the Washoe Smelter, after the Washoe Copper 
Company, was completed in 1902, after Daly's death. It was lo­
cated about a mile south of the old works on the opposite side of 
Warm Springs Creek. Operations were enlarged to 12,000 tons daily 
capacity and have since increased significantly. During the first 
decade of operation this smelter was producing about 15% of the 
world's copper supply (Sanders, 1913).
General Injury to Plants and Livestock
Wastes from the operations at Butte and Anaconda ravaged the 
landscape. In its pristine condition the region was an epitome of 
natural beauty. Many of the mountains were heavily timbered and 
grass in the valleys grew tall and lush. According to Granville 
Stuart the area from the Deer Lodge Valley to Butte was abundant with 
large game and "countless buffalo here found excellent grazing." An 
unknown satirical writer of the 1860's, to emphasize the vast timber 
resources, talked of moving wood houses seven miles from Butte to 
Silver Bow, then moving them back the next year. He said sarcasti­
cally, "This was to save timber, we suppose, as there is not more than 
a million or two acres of good timber in this immediate vicinity" 
(Freeman, 1900).
Although most early reports give few specifics, the general in­
formation found in them helps to reconstruct the virgin landscape of
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the Anaconda-Butte area. Smith (1953) has found in old newspaper 
reports that in 1885 smelters were blamed for killing vegetation 
in this region. In the pre-smelter days the districts of Big Butte, 
Timber Butte, East Ridge, and the Butte Valley were covered with wild 
flowers and other plant life. Silver Bow Creek had been lined with 
alderbrush, wild flowers, and strawberries.
Surveyor's Notes dating from pre-smelter days indicate that the 
lower end of the valley of Warm Springs Creek —  where Anaconda and 
the old tailings dumps are now located —  was not timbered but con­
sisted largely of meadow land with "first and second rate soil".
Beaver dams were common among the cottonwoods and willows which lined 
Warm Springs, Dutchman, and other small creeks which coursed the 
southern Deer Lodge Valley. As mentioned earlier, many acres of 
bottomland which were not pasture or riparian were planted to pota­
toes or grain crops (Surveyor's Notes, 1868, 1877).
Across the Deer Lodge Valley in the rolling hills directly east 
of the town of Warm Springs, 18-inch spruce were reported near the 
head of Girard Gulch. Firs, pines (probably Douglas-fir and lodgepole 
pine), cottonwoods, aspen, and willows were reported in the ravines of 
the foothills. These faded into dense stands of pine and fir timber. 
This pattern was typical of most of the east side of the valley, in­
cluding the drainage of Dry Cottonwood Creek (Surveyor's Notes, 1869). 
See Plate II.
The slopes bordering the city to the north are relatively xeric, 
in that they are generally south-facing. A few Douglas-fir thickets
PLATE II
Fi'3. 2 .  - U n i n j u r e d  M o u n t a i n  S i d e  up  D r v  C o t t o n w o o d  C r c e k  B e y o n d  R A s r . c R ' s  
CAbiN,  about 1 4  M i l e s  E N E .  of S m e l t e r ,  B e y o n d  R a n c . e  o f  A p p a r e n t  D - M A , . r .
Circa 1908 from Haywood (1910)
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dotted the draws in the rocky hillsides at the lower end of Stucky 
Ridge, where the first smelter was later built. However, the dominant 
plant community in this area was one of dense shrubs with scattering 
juniper and pine.
Firs flecked the landscape a few miles further north on the 
ridges between Lost Creek and Antelope Gulch. On the north-facing 
slopes and deeper in the Sapphire Range the land was blanketed by 
heavy pine and fir timber with thick undergrowth. Spruce commonly 
clustered in the higher, wetter draws and was contrasted to the 
meadows of the drier ridge tops (Surveyor's Notes, 1868, 1877, 1891, 
1900). Plate III shows a north-facing slope at the lower end of Lost 
Creek as it looks today. Except for possibly the aspen in the upper 
left of the photograph, this probably is a near replica of the area 
as it existed 90 years ago. Note the stumps and standing dead trees.
A 19th century historian spoke of the location of Anaconda:
"The site is most pleasing, having for a background lofty mountain 
ranges, with timber covered sides, which are to be reserved" (Leeson, 
1885). The dense forest immediately adjacent to Anaconda was generally 
limited to the slopes of the Anaconda Range which rise from the south 
side of Warm Springs Creek. The general aspect of these slopes is 
north-facing, which provides an abundance of mesic sites.
In 1873 for instance, the area of Ice House Gulch and Gray's 
Gulch supported Douglas-fir 20 inches in diameter which was associated 
with lodgepole pine. This community merged into a thick stand of 10 
to 12 inch diameter lodgepole pine which extended west with intermixed
17
PLATE III
North-facing slope near the lower end of Lost Creek. Note the 
cottonwoods along the creek bottom in the foreground, the lodgepole 
pine and Douglas-fir with scattering junipers in the center, and 
aspen in the draw at left.
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Douglas-fir and some spruce to at least Twin Lakes Creek. Other 
reports on the same township mention 24 inch pine stumps along the 
gulches just north of Warm Springs Creek. I presume that these are 
stumps of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa)(Surveyor's Notes, 1873,
1876, 1890; Mineral Survey, 1888).
Mill Creek runs roughly north from the Continental Divide to 
Anaconda. The drainage was entirely forested except for a grassland 
at the lower east end and a shrub community with a few Douglas-fir 
at the lower west end (Surveyor's Notes, 1869, 1891). In the early 
1880's Morgan Evans, a rancher in the Mill Creek drainage, owned 800 
acres which produced enough timber to sustain a sawmill which cut
3,000 feet per day (Leeson, 1885). Plate IV shows an area in the 
California Creek drainage which is just over the Continental Divide 
from Mill Creek. The photograph was taken before 1910.
Today the valley of Mill Creek is a forest of stumps and standing 
dead trees, most of which are lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir. These 
remnants are evidence of the vast woodland which once covered virtually 
the entire valley above the creek bottom. Evidence to be given later 
in this paper suggests that much of the former forest was either dead 
or dying from sulfur dioxide and heavy metal poisoning before the 
trees were cut for timber or fuel. Plate XVII shows the upper Mill 
Valley at the Continental Divide as it exists today. In addition to 
the evidence of the past devastation, note that the site supports new 
vegetation.
Butte and Anaconda had an international reputation. An early 
German attacked the American smelting industry in general and Butte
PLATE IV
F ig . 1 . — U n in ju r e d  M o u n t a i n  S i d e  a b o u t  2  M i l e s  S o u t h  o f  D i v i d e  a n d  1 0  M i l e s  
S o u t h  o f  S m e l t e r , B e y o n d  R a n g e  o f  A p p a r e n t  D a m a g e .
Circa 1908 from H ay w o o d  (1910)
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and Anaconda in particular for "taking their share where they find
it without considering that others suffer misfortune through their
actions" (Schiffner, 1908). The city of Butte, he said, was:
. . . covered with pale blue smoke whose content of 
SOp gets into the nose and lungs and causes consider­
able annoyance even in the homes, and which is the rea­
son that in the whole city there is to be found no grass, 
nor shrub, nor tree. In a drastic way this condition 
is shown in a post cared which can be bought there.
This post card shows "Butte's only tree," which is a 
dead tree stump standing next to a small house. The 
leafless branches stretch desolately toward the heavens.
The smoke problem was so severe that in 1885 the women of Butte 
began demonstrating and complaining to the press. They got no results 
until six years later when the city government ordered heap roasting 
abolished and required smoke stacks at least 75 feet high on all re­
duction facilities. This order was met with considerable resistance 
by a few smelter people so in December, 1891, Mayor Henry Mueller 
ordered contractors to smother all remaining roasting heaps. Some 
of the opponents of the clean-up campaign claimed that the smoke was 
good for the area. They argued that the sulfur fumes killed dangerous 
bugs and microbes, and like Saint Patrick it had rid the city of 
snakes (Smith, 1953),
Effluent from the first Anaconda smelters virtually denuded the 
immediate area of vegetation. The damage to vegetation was not a ser­
ious matter with the local residents however, since the dominant plant 
species were shrubs, which were considered useless, and the effect 
was only very local. The old works were built with low chimneys and 
near the valley floor on the north side of Warm Springs Creek. Con­
sequently, the smoke did not drift greatly into the prevailing winds
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but settled to the ground within a short distance. Recovery pro­
cesses were poor and great quantities of copper and other metals 
were lost in the smoke. In fact, "The ground surrounding (the old 
works) became so rich in copper that a very large amount of this 
metal was obtained by smelting the top soil of a considerable area" 
(Harkins and Swain, 1907).
However, when the new works were built in 1902 the environmental 
destruction increased tremendously. The operational capacity had 
multiplied and the smelter was equipped with four 225-foot high 
stacks which dumped out large amounts of poisonous substances. The 
new smelter was built on the end of the ridge which separates Warm 
Springs Creek from Mill Creek. This location is at a higher eleva­
tion than the old works and in such a position that the strong pre­
vailing winds carry the smoke over a larger area.
The farmers of the Deer Lodge Valley immediately reported losses 
of hundreds of cattle and sheep, as well as 2,447 horses. Death was 
attributed to arsenic given off by the smelter and settling on the 
forage (Formad, 1908). There were such high concentrations of arsenic 
in the grass and hay of the Deer Lodge Valley and in the organs of 
herbivorous animals that the smelter shut down in June, 1903. The 
company admitted to the claims of the farmers and paid restitution of 
over $330,000 (Harkins and Swain, 1907; Wells, 1920).
A great new system of flues and a smoke stack 300 feet high were 
constructed in order to settle out the arsenic and copper and to reduce 
the damage to vegetation by sulfur dioxide. The smelter resumed
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operations in September, 1903, and after a year and a half the 
Company said that the new system had remedied the situation. The 
farmers said otherwise and claimed that only the distribution of 
the damage had changed.
They argued that due to the increased height of the emission 
point the poisonous substances were spread over a greater distance, 
thus causing more damage. In May 1905, over 100 farmers in the 
name of Fred J. Bliss filed suit and asked for an injunction against 
the Anaconda Copper Mining Company. After four years and 38,000 
pages of testimony. United States Circuit Judge William H. Hunt 
granted damages of a few hundred dollars to the farmers, but refused 
to issue an injunction. His reasoning was that smelting was more 
fundamental and important to the region than was agriculture. Fur­
thermore, he declared that cases of this type should be settled by 
payment of damages and not by prohibiting the operation of the smel­
ter. The farmers carried their case to the United States Court of
Appeals where the circuit court decision was upheld. The appeal was
finally taken to the U.S. Supreme Court which refused to hear the 
case because the plaintiff failed to reproduce the many thousands of 
pages of previous testimony (Wells, 1920).
The case attracted a great deal of attention and was the impetus
for several studies, including those by Harkins and Swain (1907).
They collected and analyzed smoke coming from the 300-foot stack and 
determined the average in pounds per day of substances thrown off in 
the smoke. Their data are given in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
CONTENTS OF THE SMOKE FROM THE ANACONDA SMELTER IN 1905
(HARKINS AND SWAIN, 1907)
Substance in Smoke
Arsenic trioxide
Antimony trioxide
Copper
Lead
Zinc
Iron and Aluminum oxides
Bismuth
Manganese
Silica
Sulphur trioxide 
Sulphur dioxide
lbs/day discharged from 
main chimney
59,270
4,320
4,340
4,775
6,090
17,840
880
180
10,260
447,600
4,636,000
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J. K. Haywood (1907) indicated three wastes from copper 
smelters which are injurious to plants and animals: sulfur
dioxide; arsenic from ores; and the tailings, slags and slimes 
which are discharged into streams. All three of these forms were 
being discharged by the Anaconda smelter, so Haywood, who was 
commissioned by the Department of Justice, and a forester from 
the Bureau of Forestry assessed the damage done to the locality.
They covered the area from the smelter to twenty miles north, ten 
miles south, fifteen miles west, and six miles east. Their report 
stated :
Immediately surrounding the smelter practically all trees 
are either dead or severly injured. A very few trees still 
stand to which those who do not believe in the injurious 
effects of smelter fumes point with pride as being examples 
of the fact that sulfur dioxide does not injure vegetation. 
Since, however, hundreds of the same kind of trees are 
killed outright at 10 times the distance away of these 
uninjured trees, the force of the argument is entirely 
lost, and the uninjured trees only appear to a disinterested 
party as curious examples of individual resistance.
Injury to the Douglas-fir, or red fir as it was formerly called, 
extended for at least 14 miles north, an undertermined distance east, 
eight miles south, and 13 to 15 miles west. The Douglas-fir was the 
most extensively injured of the three main tree species of the area. 
The other two species are lodgepole pine, which appeared to be inter­
mediate in resistance, and juniper (Juniperus scopulorum), which is 
highly resistant to smelter smoke (Haywood, 1907).
Records of surveys conducted a few years after the construction 
of the new works give no hint of injury to plant life several miles 
southeast of the smelter. Prairie or meadowland northwest of Willow
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Creek in Secs. 19, 20, 29, and 30, T4N, RlOW, had high quality 
grazing value. The creek was lined with heavy, unidentified brush, 
alder, and willow. Thick stands of pine and fir timber with dense 
stands of smaller trees made surveying difficult southeast of Willow 
Creek (Surveyor's Notes, 1904, 1906). Winds very rarely blow in 
this direction from the smelter and there has been less damage by 
smelter smoke in this direction.
The situation was quite different on those sites which were in 
line with prevailing winds. Standing dead pine and fir were reported 
frequently by surveyors from 1904 to 1926. Dead trees were noted in 
the valleys of Mill Creek, Warm Springs Creek —  including the forest 
earlier mentioned in the area from Sheep Gulch to Ice House Gulch to 
Twin Lakes Creek, —  Lost Creek, and Antelope Gulch (Surveyor's Notes, 
1904, 1906, 1916, 1926). The township immediately north of Anaconda 
was generally described in 1926 as being covered with standing dead 
pine and fir with a scattering of second growth pine and fir and a 
sparce growth of grass (Surveyor's Notes, 1926).
The early researchers pointed out that the strong and variable 
winds of the smelter district were a cause for the wide-spread vegeta­
tive injury. The smoke, depending on seasonal factors, would drift 
north down the Deer Lodge Valley toward Garrison, east toward Butte, 
or south into the Mill Creek drainage. The smoke often sank to the 
ground less than a mile from the stack or formed a haze over the valley 
(Swain and Harkins, 1908).
In addition Haywood (1907) determined that the smelter was dis­
charging large quantities of copper into the Deer Lodge River (Clark
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Fork) making the water unfit for irrigation. Any water from the 
river was alleged to be damaging to the land to which it was applied.
Arsenic Damage to Plants and Livestock
In response to the claims of arsenic poisoning of livestock 
ore samples were collected from three mines that supplied the smelter. 
The samples were analyzed and showed 0.51, 1.17, and 2.54% elemental 
arsenic, which proved that arsenic was involved in the smelting pro­
cess. Samples of forage from near Anaconda were also analysed. The 
results are given in Table 2 (Haywood, 1907). An additional eighty- 
six samples of grass and hay were collected from various sites. These 
samples were analyzed for arsenic trioxide and some also for copper.
A summary of the results is contained in Table 3 and Figure 2.
In another phase of their study Swain and Harkins planted barley 
and timothy in a plot five miles north of the smelter. They took 
samples of the soil, removed them from the smelter zone and duplicated 
the experiment. Analyses of the mature plant tissue revealed that 
those plants grown in the smelter zone contained 0.0263% arsenic tri­
oxide, whereas the controls contained a maximum of only 0.0002% arsenic 
trioxide. These data are equal to 199 and 1.5 parts per million (ppm) 
elemental arsenic respectively.
Other experiments in the same study proved that the arsenic con­
tent of plants increased with length of time of exposure. The arsenic 
content of wild lily-of-the-valley growing 1 3/4 miles from the stack 
increased from 583 to 682 ppm over a six-week period. Bluebunch wheat- 
grass (Aqropyron spicatum) from the same site and over the same time
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TABLE 2
ARSENIC CONTENT OF FORAGE IN THE ANACONDA REGION
(HAYWOOD, 1907)
Description of Samples ppm As
Bunch grass, 2 mi. N. of smelter 78
Alfalfa grass, 2 h  mi. N. of smelter 52
(supposed to have killed cattle)
Pasture grass, 3 mi. N. of smelter 52
Redtop grass, 4 mi. N.E. of smelter 21
Redtop grass, 5 mi. N.E. of smelter 42
(supposed to have killed cattle)
Alfalfa grass, 10 mi. N.E. of smelter 53
Bunch grass, 3 mi. E. of smelter 32
Field grass, 6 mi. E. of smelter 42
(supposed to have killed cattle)
Hay, 6 mi. E. of smelter 31
Bunch grass, 6*5 mi. W. of smelter 42
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TABLE 3
ARSENIC AND COPPER IN GRASS AND HAY
(HARKINS AND SWAIN, 1907)
Grass High Low Average
Arsenic trioxide (ppm) 1551 1 0 . 0 150.4
Arsenic (ppm) 1174 7.6 113.9
Copper (ppm) 1800 80.0 385.4
Hay
Arsenic trioxide (ppm) 283 8 . 0 54.4
Arsenic (ppm) 214 6 . 0 41.2
Copper (ppm) 326 1 1 . 0 152.7
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Arsenic in grass from near Anaconda. Data from Harkins and 
Swain (1907).
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period showed an increase from 293 to 482 ppm. The authors refer to 
the substance as arsenic and I  assume that they are referring to 
arsenic trioxide (Swain and Harkins, 1908).
The above figures of arsenic absorbed by plant tissue may seem 
high but these can be more easily accepted as accurate when the fol­
lowing information is considered. At a point 4.5 miles from the 
smelter, on the Para farm, hay averaged 87 ppm AS2 O3 (74 ppm As).
At the Staffanson farm, four miles northeast of the stack, the hay 
tissue contained 261 ppm AS2 O3 (198 ppm As) while the dust from the 
same hay contained 7,700 ppm AS2 O3 (5,829 ppm As) (Swain and Harkins, 
1908).
Table 4 gives data from further soil analyses from the top three 
inches,
Harkins and Swain (1908) did further studies on the deleterious 
effects of arsenic emitted from the Washoe smelter. These studies 
directly concerned the thousands of animals that were dying in the 
area. As an example of the seriousness of the problem, one rancher 
lost 625 sheep to arsenic poisoning when he moved his band from a 
protected pasture 28 miles from the smelter to a pasture 15 miles 
northeast of it. Body tissue of many animals contained in excess of 
10 ppm AS2 O 3 (7.6 ppm As). Excessive amounts of the arsenic also 
were found in cows milk. For the data on 82 animals see Harkins and 
Swain (1908).
Three animals were analyzed for copper, in addition to arsenic, 
in body tissue. A colt had 288 ppm Cu in its shoulder fat, a sheep
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TABLE 4
ARSENIC IN TOP THREE INCHES OF SOIL FROM FIVE FARMS
IN THE SMELTER ZONE DURING 1907
(SWAIN AND HARKINS, 1908)
Farm Location
Staton 2 mi. south
Callan 3 mi. southwest
Para 4.5 mi. north northeast
Bliss 5.5 mi. north northeast
Staffanson 3 mi. north northeast
% AS2O2
0.0019
0.0029
0.0043
0.0061
0.0107
eel As
14
22
33
46
81
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592 ppm Cu, and a cow 8 8  ppm Cu. All three animals were within eight 
miles of the smelter.
Harkins and Swain gave considerable attention to arsenic damage 
to vegetation and livestock while most other studies of vegetative 
destruction by smelter fumes concentrated on the effects of sulfur 
dioxide (Haywood, 1910; Pierce et ^ .  , 1913; Schiffner, 1908). How­
ever, Ebaugh (1907) stated that the damaged done by SO2 had been 
grossly over estimated and that the desecration caused by the solid 
emanations or "flue dust" had been seriously underrated. He suggested 
that the flue dust was equally or even more serious than SO2 . Further, 
he felt that the solid particles could be detrimental over an area 
equally as extensive as that covered by SO2 . Much of Ebaugh's testi­
mony is rather doubtful. Although, as he said, the flue dust from a 
lead or copper smelter is extremely corrosive to vegetation, he failed 
to show justification for many statements. For example, he stated:
The corrosive power of even the worst materials is 
neutralized in whole or in part by mixing them with 
the soil. (This) fact fortunately precludes the 
possibility of the dusts exerting a cumulative action, 
which would increase the amount of damage from year to 
year.
Certainly some "neutralization" occurs when the flue dust is 
diluted with soil but he gives no evidence of "cumulative action" 
not taking place. Data presented later in this paper show that heavy 
metals do accumulate in the soil.
Ebaugh was challenged by his contemporaries. Haywood (1907a) 
clamed that Ebaugh's results were "based on misleading and inadequate 
data." Haywood readily admitted to the injurious effects of the solid
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emanations, but to say that these solid particles "reach as far as 
SO^ or have so injurious an action appears to be decidedly doubtful 
and has certainly not been proven in the paper published by Professor 
Ebaugh." According to Haywood, the flue dust, which contained soluble 
copper, arsenic, and lead, may have been more harmful than sulfur 
dioxide in the immediate vicinity of the smelter, but over-all the 
sulfur dioxide was much more damaging.
Extent of Specific Damage to Vegetation
At least two extensive reports related the early damage to specific 
sites around the smelter (Pierce at , 1913; Haywood, 1910). These 
reports covered in detail the four cardinal directions from the Ana­
conda plant, and both agree that three of the most abundant tree species 
in the region were lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir, and juniper; with lodge­
pole pine being the most widespread. They concur that juniper is most 
resistant to smelter fumes, lodgepole pine is intermediate, and Douglas- 
fir is highly intolerant. Both reports stated that hardly a tree was 
undamaged, or even alive, near the smelter at the time of their studies. 
Only ghosts of Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine remained, with a few 
living junipers.
Bushes and trees along the streams in the Deer Lodge Valley, north- 
northeast of the Anaconda smelter, "were badly spotted and injured for 
several miles from the smelter, and as far down as Race Track (Creek) 
the crops did not appear to grow as luxuriantly as (those) around Deer 
Lodge." However there were naturally so few trees in the Deer Lodge
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Valley that it was nearly impossible to identify the injury. Be­
yond Race Track Creek, towards Deer Lodge, there was no serious 
injury to trees, nor did the alfalfa, potatoes or clover show 
evidence of damage from smelter fumes (Haywood, 1910).
Bare spots, which were often covered with a blue crust of 
oxidized copper, appeared in the fields south of Race Track Creek. 
These fields were irrigated with water from the Deer Lodge River.
Analyses of the river water revealed copper from the smelter 
in the form of copper sulfide, which through gradual natural oxida­
tion forms soluble copper sulfate. The copper sulfate in minute 
quantities is detrimental to vegetation. Table 5 gives the copper 
content of irrigation water samples.
In addition, soil samples were collected from the surface foot 
and analyzed for copper during 1906 and 1907. The 1907 data were 
collected because the figures from the previous year were so high 
that they were nearly unbelievable (see Table 6 ). Although the data 
for the two years do not coincide, they show that enough copper was 
present to be damaging to plant life. There are several reasons for 
the differences from 1906 to 1907; some of which may be uneven dis­
tribution, rainfall, irrigation, oxidation, or point of sampling.
Several of the drainages entering the Deer Lodge Valley north 
of the smelter were investigated. The closest of these to the smelter 
is Lost Creek. Haywood (1910) found no injury to the juniper in this 
drainage. However, the lodgepole pine was badly injured at the lower 
end of the canyon, but the damage decreased until it was very low at
TABLE 5
COPPER CONTENT OF WATER USED TO IRRIGATE THE DEER LODGE VALLEY BELOW THE WASHOE SMELTER
(HAYWOOD, 1910)
Location
Waste water of smelter
Deer Lodge River I h  mi. below entrance of smelter water 
Deer Lodge River 6 mi. below entrance of smelter water 
Deer Lodge River 8 mi. below entrance of smelter water 
Deer Lodge River 10 mi. below entrance of smelter water 
Deer Lodge River 16-18 mi. below entrance of smelter 
water
Insoluble Cu Soluble Cu
31.0 ppm
1 2 . 1  ppm 
1 2 . 0  ppm
6.4 ppm 
6 . 6  ppm 
3 .1 ppm
0.05 ppm 
0.77 ppm 
0.15 ppm 
0 . 2 2  ppm 
trace 
0.51 ppm
wLn
TABLE 6
INSOLUBLE AND SOLUBLE COPPER FOUND IN DEER LODGE VALLEY SOILS
(HAYWOOD, 1910)
Soil Sample Location 
8 mi. N.E. of smelter - irrigated 
8 ^ mi, N.E, of smelter - irrigated
9% mi, N.E, of smelter - irrigated
12 mi. N.E. of smelter - irrigated
12 mi. N.E. of smelter - irrigated
14 mi. N.E. of smelter - irrigated
15 mi, W. of smelter - not irrigated
10 mi. S . V I . ,  2 mi. beyond Continental 
Divide - not irrigated
1906 1907
Insoluble Cu Soluble Cu Insoluble Cu Soluble Cu
1,549.4 ppm 10,018.9 ppm 1 , 1 ppm
1,549.4 ppm 20.4 ppm 979.9 ppm 1 . 1 ppm
458.4 ppm 3,4 ppm 312.9 ppm 2 . 1 ppm
1,451.6 ppm 118.2 ppm 98,7 ppm 2 , 1 ppm
2,790.8 ppm 118.2 ppm 624.6 ppm 10,4 ppm
870.4 ppm 7,1 ppm 739.8 ppm 5.2 ppm
trace none
13.0 trace
w
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about five miles up the creek. The older Douglas-fir were surviving 
only on sites which were protected from the smoke by topographic 
features. The surviving trees had many dead branches as well as 
dead new leaves. There were no signs of recent fire in the drainage.
The next drainage north, Antelope Creek, approximately seven to 
eight miles from the smelter, had aspen growing at the lower end. The 
leaves of these trees were badly spotted and withered. A few Douglas- 
fir survived but further up the valley those on the mountain sides 
were practically all killed. In Sec. 3, T5N, RllW, the young Douglas-
fir in the basin had many dead leaves and the large trees on the sides
of the gulch and on the ridges were dead or dying. The lodgepole pine
in the drainage had badly discolored needles. Fire had swept through
Sec. 34, T6 N, RllW, in about 1866. However, "thousands of trees that 
were dying in the summer of 1908 had grown up after the fire" (Haywood, 
1910).
Haywood noted that the lodgepole pine in the Modesty Creek drain­
age suffered comparatively slight injury. Those in the bottom appeared 
nearly unharmed while the trees on the slopes were considerably dis­
colored. The Douglas-fir were about fifty percent dead with the great­
est mortality occurring on the slopes. The most severe damage occur­
red in Dry Gulch, which runs south from Modesty Creek. These deaths 
were recent, and fire had not touched this area in about forty years. 
The damage had increased obviously from 1906 to 1908, which were the 
two years of Haywood's observations.
Peirce, Swain, and Mitchell (1913) investigated Modesty Creek in 
August of 1910. They reported dying timber at Dry Gulch and "grey
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ghostly forest diversified with a small proportion of trees still 
green." They claimed that "this is typical of smoked and dying 
forest in the Anaconda field."
The Racetrack Creek drainage lies two miles north of Modesty 
Creek and approximately eleven miles north of the smelter. Peirce, 
Swain, and Mitchell noted that the north-facing slope of the drain­
age was timbered and that the south-facing slope was grass-covered. 
This is typical of western Montana since moisture conditions are 
vastly different from north-facing to south-facing slopes. Upon 
climbing the grassy slope they noted that the opposite side was 
covered with Douglas-fir which was "turning grey, especially on the 
eastern extension and on the ridge." This is that portion of the 
tree covered slope which would have been exposed to the smelter smoke. 
Further up the grassy slope was a small stand of badly damaged Douglas- 
fir mixed with fairly healthy lodgepole pine.
Tin Cup Joe Creek, approximately nineteen miles north of the 
smelter, appeared to be beyond the range of injury to lodgepole pine 
and on the edge of the range of Douglas-fir injury. Haywood observed 
that most trees were in good condition for at least two or three miles 
up this gulch. There was some damage to the older Douglas-fir but the 
reproduction, which was quite heavy, was unhurt. He stated that "near­
ly all of the red firs, especially the younger ones, were in first- 
class condition."
The report by Peirce, Swain and Mitchell differed only slightly. 
They agreed with Haywood concerning the fine stands of seedling trees
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and lodgepole pine, but pointed a heavier finger at the injured 
older Douglas-fir which gave a yellowish tint to the forest in Tin 
Cup Joe Valley. They analyzed foliage and soil samples and stated 
that the :
. . . results obtained from the analysis (sic) of these 
samples show very plainly that the pine and fir of this 
section carry an abnormal and excessive amount of sulphur, 
and are in accord with our field observations that Tin 
Cup Joe Creek no longer lies outside the range of smoke 
injury on the north.
Table 7 summarizes the average quantities of sulfur in the 
foliage, foliage ash, and soil of several locations.
Haywood's investigation east of Anaconda was less intensive 
than those he made in other areas. Few trees and crops grew in 
this direction but those present seemed to be badly damaged. Some 
of this damage was blamed on poor ranching practices but most was 
attributed to smelter fumes. Sections 1 through 6 , T4N, R9W, were 
studied to a point about eleven and one half miles east of the 
smelter, Douglas-fir was the only tree species at the foot of the 
mountain along the National Forest Boundary in Sec. 2. Leaves of 
the younger trees were killed extensively with most of the 1908 
growth dead. The older trees, however, were in better condition. 
Farther east in the National Forest, practically all Douglas-fir 
were dead or dying, yet the lodgepole pines near the mountaintop were 
uninjured. Fire could not be blamed for killing these trees as there 
had been no fires in this region for about forty-five years. Some of 
the damage may have been caused by effluents from the Butte smelters 
as well as the Anaconda smelter. There was only a minute amount of
TABLE 7
AVERAGES OF SULPHUR DATA COLLECTED BY PEIRCE, SWAIN, AND MITCHELL IN 1910
(PEIRCE ET , 1913)
Douglas--fir Lodgepole pine Soil
Sulphur in 
foliage
Sulphur
foliage
in
ash
Sulphur in 
foliage
Sulphur in 
foliage ash
Sulphur 
in soil
Modesty Creek 0.392% 
(3,920 ppm)
6 .88% 
(68,800 ppm)
0.259% 
(2,590 ppm)
5.57% 
(55,700 ppm)
0.009% 
(90 ppm)
Racetrack Creek 0.494% 
(4,940 ppm)
--- 0.287% 
(2,870 ppm)
--- 0.008% 
(80 ppm)
Tin Cup Joe Creek 0.498% 
(4,980 ppm)
6.34
(63,400
%
ppm)
0.234% 
(2,340 ppm)
3.76% 
(37,600 ppm)
0.007% 
(70 ppm)
Average 0.461% 
(4,610 ppm)
6.61% 
(66,100 ppm)
0.260% 
(2,600 ppm)
4 .66% 
(46,600 ppm)
0.008% 
(80 ppm)
Georgetown Control 0.258% 
(2,580 ppm)
5.31
(53,100
%
ppm)
0.158% 
(1,580 ppm)
3.00% 
(30,000 ppm)
0 .012% 
(120 ppm)
Fish Trap Control — — — “ " 0.142% 
(1,420 ppm)
3.58% 
(35,800 ppm)
0.005% 
(50 ppm)
o
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injury up Dry Cottonwood Creek to a point about fourteen miles 
northeast of the smelter. Smelter fumes reached this area, however, 
as evidenced by the presence of arsenic on the range grass.
Traveling over the flat Deer Lodge Valley east of Anaconda 
Peirce, Swain, and Mitchell were "impressed with the abundance and 
natural richness of the native forage grasses wherever there is an 
ample supply of water." These grasses showed little sign of smelter 
smoke injury although the plume drifted directly overhead. The in­
vestigators thought that the grasses were smaller and produced less 
seed than normal but they did not quantify this observation. Gen­
erally, their observations of the timber on the east side of the 
valley, toward Butte, were similar to Haywood's. The average sulfur 
content of foliage from four Douglas-fir trees in Sec. 1, t4n , R9W, 
was 0.509% (5,090 ppm), which is slightly higher than the figures 
from the north, shown in Table 7.
Some of the most striking devastation by smelter fumes appeared 
south of the smelter. The trembling aspen exhibited severe sulfur 
dioxide damage as did the lodgepole pine, many of which were killed.
The Douglas-fir were nearly all dead. Devastation decreased with dis­
tance from the smelter until it nearly disappeared two miles beyond 
the Continental Divide (Haywood, 1910).
Haywood visited the flat which runs from a short distance south 
of the smelter to about a mile beyond Mill Creek, or about four miles 
from the smelter. All the large trees had been cut off this area and 
fire had gone through in about 1890. Lodgepole pine had grown in after
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the fire but three-fourths of these trees were dead and the rest 
were dying, with the needles badly discolored. There were no 
Douglas-fir on the flat.
There was much green and uninjured timber nearly to the 
National Forest boundary (apparently through Secs. 28 and 29 T4N, 
RlOW) in the Willow Creek Valley. However, these healthy trees 
were limited to sites which were protected from the smoke by topo­
graphic features. Beginning near the boundary almost all of the 
Douglas-fir had been killed for the rest of the way up Willow Creek, 
which extends to seven and one half miles from the smelter. The 
lodgepole pine were severely damaged and all Douglas-fir were dead 
or dying as a result of smelter fumes reaching into the gulches 
which open into Willow Creek. Fourth of July Gulch was a typical 
example and the situation was similar in the Gregson area.
The visual analyses by Peirce, Swain, and Mitchell agreed with 
that by Haywood. Furthermore, they noted that the lodgepole pine 
were shedding their needles prematurely —  often in less than two 
years. Lodgepole pine normally retain their needles for three to 
seven years. A fifty-foot Douglas-fir from near the head of Willow 
Creek exemplified the condition of this species. Its annual rings 
indicated that the tree had grown vigorously until 1902, the year 
that the large new smelter was built. At that time there was a sud­
den severe growth retardation. Ten years later all needles were dead 
and dying and the tree was typical of the Douglas-fir in the area.
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Both investigating teams intensively studied the flora south­
west and west of Anaconda. Haywood (1910) observed the area between 
Mill Creek and Warm Springs Creek for up to four and one half miles 
from the smelter. A recent fire had swept the summit of the mountain 
near the bottom of Sheep Gulch. The fire had not touched the rest 
of the mountain and had done little damage, however nearly all trees 
on the whole mountain had been killed. (See Plates V and VI.) A 
few dead Douglas-fir were standing in Secs. 17 and 20, t4n , RllW.
Much of the land between Mill Creek and Warm Springs Creek had burned 
eighteen to twenty years before the study. In Secs. 16, 17, 20, and 
21 of the same township millions of lodgepole pine aged 15 to 18 were 
stunted, discolored, and dying. These trees had been untouched by 
fire. There was no tree reproduction over most of the sections. See 
Plate XVI for a typical view of this area as it appears today.
The fire had killed many trees along the top of the ridge between 
Mill Creek and Clear Creek. "A number of lodgepole pines, white pines, 
spruces, balsam firs, and larches, however were not killed by the fire, 
though lodgepole pine were badly discolored and injury nearly as far 
up as they grew on the ridge” (Haywood, 1910). The damage to white 
pine (probably limber pine, Pinus flexilis), which was notably resis­
tant to smelter fumes, was less intense and less extensive than that 
to the other species. Lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir were being 
destroyed by smelter fumes all the way up Mill Creek to about ten
m i l e s  f r o m  t h e  s m e l t e r .
S e v e r a l  i n t e n s i v e  b u t  l o c a l i z e d  f i r e s  h a d  s w e p t  t h r o u g h  t h e  
F o s t e r  C r e e k  d r a i n a g e  b e tw e e n  1808 a n d  1908. T h e s e  f i r e s  d e s t r o y e d
PLATE V
F i g . 1 . — V i e w  o f  M o u n t a i n  A b o u t  2 . 5  M i l e s  W e s t  f r o m  W a s h o e  S m e l t e r — F o r m e r l y  
C o v e r e d  w i t h  T i m b e r  T o w a r d  t h e  S u m m i t , b u t  N o w  B a r e .
Circa 1908 from Haywood (1910)
PLATE VI
Fio . 2 . - V i e w  OF M o u n t a i n  S id e  A b o u t  3  M i l e s  W e s t  f r o m  W a s h o e  S m e l t e r - R e o  
F ir s  K i l l e d  a n d  J u n i p e r s  A p p a r e n t l y  U n i n j u r e d .
Circa 1908 from Haywood (1910)
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much timber but were not the major cause of damage to trees in the 
twenty-two years proceeding 1908. Trees which had never been hit 
by fire were dead and dying, the needles all being badly browned by 
sulfur dioxide. These same conditions held for nearly all the area 
for several miles west of the smelter.
Injury to trees up Warm Springs Creek diminished with increasing 
distance from the smelter. Junipers were uninjured the whole dis­
tance to Georgetown Lake about 20 miles away. Typically, the lodge­
pole pine and Douglas-fir were killed or severely injured, with 
damage showing on the fir as far away as Georgetown Lake. See Plates 
VII and VIII.
Peirce, Swain, and Mitchell (1913) found no healthy timber in 
the Mill Valley. The north side of the valley was practically de­
nuded and the south side had extensive areas covered by dead or dying 
trees. Haywood had reported that signs of injury had nearly ceased 
at the Continental Divide in 1906 and 1907. Swain and Peirce had 
made similar observations in 1906 and 1907. However, in 1908 Haywood 
noted smelter damage to the trees for two or three miles farther south 
and Peirce, Swain and Mitchell in 1910 recorded very serious injury 
for several miles beyond the Divide.
Except for junipers, the conifers in the Mill Valley were nearly 
leafless and exhibited a grey color while the poplars and alders along 
the creek were less affected, but many had dead tops. They noticed 
heavy smoke from the smelter in the valley and said that "looking up 
the valley of Mill Creek, there (is) no sound timber in sight, but
PLATE VII
%
Fig. 1 .—View of M ountain Side About 1 0 . 5  M iles W est from W ashoe Smelter- 
Red Firs Killed and Lodgepole Pines Injured.
Circa 1908 from Haywood (1910)
'-0
PLATE VIII
if-
FiG. 2.—View of M ountains About 11 M iles W est from W ashoe Smelter—Light 
Areas Along M ountain Sides Show Practically Total Destruction of Red 
Firs with no Sign of Recent Forest Fires.
Circa 1908 from Haywood (1910)
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one sees all stages of sickness, from the still green but scantily 
leaved lodgepole pines to the leafless and lifeless red firs." The 
gooseberry (probably Ribes hudsonium) was damaged similarly to the 
aspen, willows, and alders, with brown spotted leaves. The Oregon 
grape (Berberis aqui-folium-) in an aspen grove "appeared to be as 
much burned as the leaves on the trees twenty feet above."
Peirce, Swain and Mitchell (1913) observed "total destruction of 
forest trees" at the outset of their journey up Warm Springs Creek. 
They claimed that damage to this area immediately west of the smelter 
was initiated by the old works north of Anaconda. By 1910 the visi­
ble damage to lodgepole pine extended to Silver Lake, but that to the 
Douglas-fir went on farther to Georgetown Lake.
In 1906 visible smelter injury to Douglas-fir ranged 15 to 19 
miles north, an indefinite distance east, eight miles south, and 15 
miles west from the smelter. Two years later the damage extended for 
15 to 19 miles north, 11^ to 14 miles east, 10 miles south, and 18 to 
19 miles west of the smelter. The range of visible injury to lodge­
pole pine was only slightly less than that to Douglas-fir (Haywood, 
1910).
Peirce, Swain, and Mitchell in 1910 found the range to extend 
19 miles north, 1 2 miles east, 1 0  miles south, 2 1 miles southwest, 
and 19 miles west. The most striking difference in extent of damage 
occurred to the southwest. When first visited in 1906 trees displayed 
the harmful effects of the smelter wastes only to the Continental 
Divide. Four years later the effects were obvious for several miles 
beyond the Divide (Peirce et al., 1913).
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"Red Belt" Injury
Hedgcock (1912) pointed out the condition known as "Red Belt 
winter injury" or simply "Red Belt" which occurred in the Anaconda 
smelter zone as well as throughout the rest of the Northwest.
During the three years prior to 1912 "Red Belt" supposedly killed
40,000 acres of conifers in Montana alone. The condition, which 
is desiccation of that part of the tree above the snow line, appears 
as a horizontal narrow band or strip of red colored conifers. Warm 
Chinook winds cause the exposed leaves to transpire and become de­
hydrated since they cannot obtain water from the frozen ground.
Smelter injury is distinguished from "Red Belt" in that the 
former causes the needles to turn a "brighter red." Also the "Red 
Belt" kills the whole leaf whereas smelter smoke may kill only a 
part of the needle. In Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine the winter in­
jury in acute form killed leaves and terminal buds and twigs so 
that the whole tree died the following season. Sulfur dioxide is a 
more gradual killer, which takes several years to completely kill 
the tree, with the terminal buds the last to die.
Hedgcock's paper is vague and undocumented. His approach and 
apparent unfamiliarity with the details of the Anaconda area tend to 
throw doubt on his observations which imply that many investigators 
were confusing "Red Belt" with damage by smelter effluents. However, 
he does point out that injury in the smelter zone differs from general 
"Red Belt" in that the deciduous species are unaffected by the winter 
injury but were dying in the smelter zone. In addition, there was no
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interference with normal reproduction in "Red Belt" regions other 
than Anaconda.
Support of Data
The reader who is unfamiliar with smelting operations may find 
much of the data presented thus far to be unbelievably high. Addi­
tional information is available which supports the emissions data 
given in Table 1. This also makes the data given in other tables 
more feasible.
Haywood (1910) analyzed ore samples from several of the mines 
supplying the Anaconda smelter. His findings for arsenic and sulfur 
are found in Table 8 .
The smelter's input capacity at the time of these ore analyses
was 1 0 , 0 0 0  tons of ore daily and the average amount of ore processed
was about 8,000 tons daily. Calculations using the figures from 
Table 8 and the average ore input indicate that 6 8  tons of arsenic 
and 1,974.4 tons of sulfur entered the plant every day. Since only 
two tons of white arsenic (AS2 O 3 ) were recovered daily this left more 
than 6 6  tons of arsenic as waste. The smelter dump was sampled and 
found to contain only 0.09% arsenic, which accounts for only a very 
small portion of the 6 6  tons of waste. I have found no indication 
of any significant sulfur recovery by the smelter.
The Anaconda Smelter Smoke Commission, which was formed as a 
watchdog Committee for U.S. Attorney General George W. Wikersham in 
1911, reported yearly averages of arsenic discharged into the atmosphere
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TABLE 8
ARSENIC AND SULFUR CONTENT OF ORE SAMPLES TAKEN FROM THE FIVE MOST
IMPORTANT BUTTE MINES SUPPLYING THE ANACONDA SMELTER DURING 1908
(HAYWOOD, 1910)
Mine
Speculator
Speculator
Parrot
Parrot
Never Sweat
Diamond
Anaconda
Arsenic % 
12.95 
2.54 
0.51 
0.45 
0.45 
1.17 
None
S u l f u r
27.50
19.77
28.32
22.18
20.83
24.31
29.85
Averages *0.85 24.68
*This excludes the exceptional 12.95% figure.
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by the smelter. The average from 1911 to 1916 ranged from approxi­
mately 40 to 62 tons per day with the highest figure representing 
1916. Recovery of arsenic for this time period was consistently 
about 12% of that coming to the smelter in the ore.
Copper production prior to 1916 was in the range of 13 million 
to 18 million pounds per month but increased to 25 million pounds 
for 1916 through 1918 because of increased military demand. This 
production increase raised the discharge of arsenic to about 75 
tons per day (Wells, 1920).
Sulfur emissions from the stack during these times was about 
1000 tons per day prior to 1916. Emissions for the high production 
period 1916-1918 were over 1,700 tons per day. Since the weight of 
SO2 is twice that of elemental sulfur the discharges in terms of 
SO2 were 2,000 and 3,400 tons per day, respectively for the two time 
periods (Wells, 1920).
Vegetative Condition of the Anaconda Region Today
There is little doubt that the worst periods of devastation to 
the landscape at Anaconda are past. This is not to say that environ­
mental problems are remedied. On the contrary, the smelter still is 
emitting thousands of tons of waste material every day into the water 
and air. Rather than being piped directly into the river, the 60 
million gallons per day of waste water are now treated with 300 tons of 
lime and routed through settling ponds which cover the southern Deer 
Lodge Valley. The lime raises the pH from two or three to approximately
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eight and complexes many of the harmful products which settle out 
in the ponds.
Much of the solid waste which formerly went up the stack is 
trapped in flue systems and electrostatic precipitators (some are 
pre-1920 vintage). Presently there is no retention of sulfur at 
the smelter but presumably at least partial retention will be accom­
plished within the next few years.
Even though the ecosystem has suffered tremendous abuse, it 
nonetheless is recovering. A few sites, such as the one just south­
east of the smelter shown in Plate IX, are undergoing primary suc­
cession. In this case the pioneer species is basin wild-rye. The 
extremely gravelly surface as can be seen in the photo, indicates 
that significant wind erosion has taken place on this site. Remnants 
of tree roots were found in the gravel.
Plates I, III, XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVIII, and XIX were taken 
in 1970 and 1971 and represent several of the plant communities in 
the uplands near Anaconda. Appendix I includes a listing of some of 
the plant species which are found on numerous sites from which soil 
samples were taken for another part of this study. A one or two word 
qualitative description of plant cover is also given. The plants 
listed, by no means cover the entire range of diversity, but they 
are fairly representative of the sites on which they are found.
G e n e r a l l y ,  p l a n t  c o v e r  a n d  d i v e r s i t y  i n c r e a s e  w i t h  d i s t a n c e  f r o m  
t h e  s m e l t e r .  T h e  s i t e s  w h ic h  a r e  i n  m o s t n e e d  o f  r e p a i r  a r e  w i t h i n  
a n  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  f i v e  m i l e  r a d i u s  o f  t h e  s m e l t e r  a n d  i n  l i n e  w i t h  
p r e v a i l i n g  w i n d s .  T h e s e  a r e  m a i n l y  t h o s e  s i t e s  w h ic h  w e r e  m o s t
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PLATE IX
Basin wild-rye on gravel pavement. Note the bending of the 
grass in the strong wind which is common in this site. The lack 
of vegetation has allowed the wind to blow away the top soil 
leaving the coarse fragments on the surface.
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heavily damaged by earlier smoke emissions; are in greatest contact 
with present emissions; and which consequently have the most con­
taminated soil.
Plate X ,  taken about 1^ miles east of the city, is looking
north from the highway towards the old smelter works. Cover and
diversity are very low here. The flat multicolored area in the 
foreground is an old tailings area, a furrowed portion of which can 
also be seen in the middle of Plate I. There is no vegetation on 
the tailings, however a few willows and cottonwoods line Warm Springs 
Creek, as does basin wild-rye, which is not visible in the photograph. 
The basin wild-rye can be seen in Plates I and XI (looking west along
the back or north side of the hill seen in the center of the Plate X)
and appears as the scattered light brown clumps.
Occasional clones of aspen stand in a few of the draws, such as 
those in the right-center of Plate X and in the lower left, middle- 
left, and right of Plate XI. One of several sporadic Rocky Mountain 
junipers (Juniperus scopulorum) stands out at left-center, just west 
of the old flue in Plate X. Some additional plant species are gromwell 
(Lithospermum ruderale) and field horsetail (Equisetum arvense), and 
swamp horsetail (Equisetum fluviatile), the last of which occurs only 
on the moister sites. Also rabbit brush (Chrysothamnus spp.), thistle 
(Circium spp.), mentzielia (Mentzielia spp.), and a few lupine 
(Lupinus spp.) grow along this area, the east end of Stucky Ridge.
Plate XII, which looks south was taken on the Lost Creek (north) 
side of the ridge. The gully in the photo is approximately 10 to 12
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PLATE X
m
Looking north from alternate highway 10 to the old smelter works. 
Old tailings are in the foreground and Warm Springs Creek bordered by 
a few willows runs across the middle. The old works is on Stucky 
Ridge. Note the lone juniper at left-center and the aspen in the 
draw at right-center.
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PLATE XI
Looking west along the top of the end of Stucky Ridge. The 
site of the old smelter works is just over the hill and snow capped 
peaks of the Anaconda Range are in the background. Note the clones 
of aspen at the lower and center-left and at lower-right. Basin 
wild-rye appears as brown clumps. Note also erosion gullies on the 
slopes.
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feet deep and is typical of the east end of Stucky Ridge. The 
most common plant species in the photo is rabbit brush with some 
thistle and wild rose (Rosa woodsii) on the right side of the gully.
The single plant in the lower left is mentzielia.
The vegetative condition improves further up Lost Creek. Cot­
tonwoods and willows become quite common in the creek bottom and 
aspen is invading the draws on the north-facing side. Young Douglas- 
fir stands such as the one in Plate III are increasing. Since this 
site is not quite in line with prevailing winds and the smelter is 
on the opposite side of the hill these plants are somewhat protected 
from the poisonous gases from the smelter. Note the numerous stumps 
and standing dead trees on the hillside which probably are some of 
those reported by Haywood (1910) and Peirce, Swain, and Mitchell (1913) 
as having been killed by smelter smoke.
The opposite side of the valley, that is the south-facing side, 
supports much less vegetation and different species. Temperatures 
are higher on that slope and moisture is more limiting. Also the 
south-facing side of the Lost Creek Valley is more exposed to smelter 
smoke. Cover is generally moderately low to moderate and important 
plant species include Rocky Mountain juniper, limber pine, a few 
young Douglas-fir, serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia), and ment­
zielia. Many large Douglas-fir stumps are reminders of the former 
forest.
Vegetative condition improves greatly with distance from the 
smelter. Plate XIII shows a site approximately eight miles due north
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PLATE XII
Gully 10 to 12 feet deep in north slope of Stucky Ridge 
Flowing to Lost Creek.
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from the Lost Creek site in Plate III and approximately 12 miles 
north of the smelter. The site is in the Race Track drainage, and 
obviously the cover here is heavy. The overstory is largely pole 
and timber size Douglas-fir with some lodgepole pine. The under­
story includes creeping holly grape (Mahonia repens), huckleberry 
(Vaccinium ovalifolium), lily (Smilacina spp.), and snowberry 
(Symphoricarpos albus), and Douglas-fir reproduction. The trees 
in the photo may very well be some of the same which were inspected 
by Haywood and Peirce, Swain, and Mitchell.
The general area of this site undoubtedly suffered considerable 
ill effects from smelter fumes in earlier days as indicated in the 
earlier descriptions of damage in the Race Track Creek drainage.
However, the creek flows into the Deer Lodge Valley from the Flint 
Creek Range on the west and is located so as not to receive the brunt 
of the smoke. The tall stack, which was erected after the studies by 
Haywood, and Peirce, Swain, and Mitchell, sends the smoke to over
1,000 feet above the valley floor. It then drifts down more toward 
the east side of the Deer Lodge Valley, which would allow for recovery 
of this site.
The land south of the smelter is in better condition today than 
it was two or three decades ago. Communications with local residents 
and comparison of aerial photographs taken in various years since 1947 
verify this. Much of the ground within two or three miles of the 
smelter however, is still very deficient of vegetation, and erosion 
is serious. Plate XIV looks north from the weather station hill approx­
imately one mile south of the smelter stack. The bunches of green
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PLATE XIII
Douglas-fir forest in the Race Track drainage. Cover here is 
heavy. This site is not in direct line with smelter smoke and except 
for overcrowding appears to be in good condition. Smoke damage to 
Douglas-fir was noted in this drainage early in the century.
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vegetation seen throughout the photo and in the lower left corner 
are basin wild-rye. Some gromwell is also present in the lower left.
Plate XV is a closer view of the ground near the smelter. The 
shot is about one-half mile south of the smelter and looking south.
Cover here is low with many medium to large Douglas-fir stumps and 
some smaller lodgepole pine stumps. Plant species consist of basin 
wild-rye, field horsetail, fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium), ribes 
(Ribes hudsonium), willow, and aspen.
A winter photo (Plate XVI) of the same general location exem­
plifies the amount of wind erosion which occurs here. There is at
least ^ inch of earth material on the top of the snow. Much of this
material may have blown in from over a crest to the south. (The plant 
in the picture is again basin wild-rye).
The other side of the crest appears in Plate IX. This site has 
converted from scattered trees and shrubs, as indicated by the remains 
of roots and stumps and by surveyor's notes, to gravel pavement. The 
leaning of the basin wild-rye, the only species on the site, demon­
strates the constant strong winds which sweep this area. Cover here
obviously is near zero.
Plant cover along the bottom of Mill Creek is moderate to high, 
due primarily to the willows and grasses which line the stream. How­
ever, much of the Mill Creek drainage to the Continental Divide is in 
poor condition. Plant species include basin wild-rye, rabbit brush, 
wild rose, mentzielia, thistle, hairy golden aster (Chrysopsis villosa), 
rosin weed (Grindelia sguarosa), creeping holly grape, buffaloberry
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PLATE XIV
Looking north towards the smelter from the weather station hill, 
Active tailings pond is at right-center. Bunches of green are basin 
wild-rye with gromwell in the lower left.
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PLATE XV
L o o k in g  s o u t h  a c r o s s  a  f l a t  j u s t  s o u t h  o f  t h e  s m e l t e r .  N o te  t h e  
D o u g l a s - f i r  s tu m p s ,  w i l l o w s ,  b a s i n  w i l d - r y e ,  f i e l d  h o r s e t a i l ,  a n d  
r i b e s .
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PLATE XVI
Wind erosion just south of the smelter. As much as ^ to ^ inch 
of soil material has accumulated on the snow.
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(Sheperdia canadensis ) ,  kinnikinnick (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) , 
leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula), sweetberry honeysuckle (Lonicera 
caerulea), sedge (Carex spp.), and pine grass (Calamagrostis rube- 
scens). Also included are Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine, limber pine, 
Rocky Mountain juniper, common juniper (Juniperus communis), hori­
zontal juniper (̂J. horizontalis) , aspen, and several other species 
noted in Appendix I.
The Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine in the drainage are mostly 
planted and are not doing well. Several trees in a few plantations 
are surviving, but these represent a very small percentage of the total 
planting effort. Seeding efforts of these species have had virtually 
no success.
Plate XVII looks south at the Continental Divide along the high­
way connecting Anaconda with the Big Hole country. Hundreds of stumps 
and standing skeletons of trees fill the picture. These mostly are 
lodgepole pine. Extensive gully erosion is evident. Note the aspen 
in the swale, and the limber pine and scattered juniper on the side 
of the ridge.
Better recovery of the landscape is being made southwest of the 
smelter as indicated by Plate XVIII, taken three miles southwest of 
the smelter between Mill Creek and Sheep Gulch. A good deal of barren 
ground is present here, but aspen, limber pine, and several grasses 
are taking over. Many standing dead trees (primarily lodgepole pine) 
are notable in the upper portion of the photo.
Plate I, looking south from near the site of the old smelter 
works, depicts an overall view of the lower Anaconda Range immediately
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PLATE XVII
Mill Creek drainage at the Continental Divide showing stumps and 
standing dead trees of the former forest, and the subsequent gully 
erosion. Note the young aspen in the center, a few limber pine and 
the patches of common juniper.
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PLATE XVIII
Divide between Sheep Gulch and Mill Creek. Limber pine stands 
among the dense aspen along with several grasses including Poa, 
Calamagrostis , Stipa, and some sedge (Carex). However, islands of 
bare ground are still common.
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west of the smelter. Most of the heavier greenery in the mountains 
is provided by aspen, which, along with basin wild-rye, is the savior 
of the mountain sides.
Another important species of these hillsides is horizontal juniper 
which forms a snug mat over several localized areas. These plants are 
the circular patches in Plate XIX. Basin wild-rye and some buffalo- 
berry are growing near the juniper. Although the ground in the photo 
has a light cover of snow, the many gullies, barren spots, and a few 
stumps are obvious.
A limited amount of terracing was employed on a knoll approxi­
mately a mile west of the smelter. (See Plate XX.) It was hoped that 
enough moisture could be trapped to insure the success of planted seed­
lings of various species. The knoll generally has moderately low to 
low cover and very low diversity. Again, basin wild-rye is the domin­
ant species. On-the-ground inspection and recent aerial photographs 
indicate that the terracing has had some success. The highest plant 
cover occurs in the concentric rings of the terraces. The success, 
though not great, may be due as much to the moving aside of highly 
contaminated soil as to increased water retention, which generally is 
the purpose for terracing.
A major hinderance to reclamation success in the area is the 
indiscriminant use by motorcyclists. The terraces in the relatively 
sandy soil provide an attractive track for trail bike enthusiasts who 
are ignorant of, or unconcerned for, the delicate nature of this eco­
system.
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PLATE XIX
Horizontal juniper has a firm hold on many sites near 
Anaconda. This is about one mile west of the smelter.
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PLATE XX
Terracing is employed to a limited extent as an attempt at re­
habilitation. The terraces on the knoll were planted with several 
species including elm. Although plants are taking hold in these, 
success is not high.
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Further to the west, the sides of the Warm Springs Valley are 
slowly regaining a vegetative cover. Rocky Mountain juniper is 
the major tree species for several miles and limber pine is second 
in importance. However, eight to 10 miles west, lodgepole pine is 
the dominant tree species. Fairly heavy young stands have grown up 
in the Foster Creek area and west to Silver and Georgetown Lakes. 
Typical understory species are grouse whortleberry (Vaccinium sco- 
parium), snowberry, huckleberry, and even beargrass (Xerophyllum 
tenax). Several more species are listed in Appendix I.
Overall, the ecosystems of the Anaconda region are recovering 
but the rate of recovery, at least on the more severely damaged sites, 
is inadequate for proper protection of the watershed, erosion control, 
and redevelopment of aesthetic values.
c h a p t e r III
FOUR HEAVY METALS IN THE ANACONDA SOILS 
EXTENT AND RELATIONSHIP TO CONIFER GROWTH 
Literature Review of Arsenic  ̂ Copper, Lead, and Zinc
Arsenic is a normal component of nearly all soils. Most often 
the natural concentrations of arsenic in soil are less than 1 0 ppm 
and rarely exceeds 70 ppm. The world-wide average has been esti­
mated at five ppm (Arnott, 1955; Woolson, 1969). Headden (1910) 
found from 1.3 to 2.5 ppm As in virgin soils of Kansas and Colorado. 
Some native Oregon soils average eight ppm, while others range from 
2.5 to 4.6 ppm (Jones and Hatch, 1937, 1945). Cretaceous soil for­
mations in South Dakota range from 0.2 to 64.4 ppm As (Moxon et al., 
1944).
Several hundred analyses of uncontaminated soils from all over 
the United States, Costa Rica, and Puerto Rico revealed arsenic con­
centrations ranging from 0.3 to 38 ppm. Approximately 30% of the 
samples contained less than five ppm, about 50% contained five to 10 
ppm, and only about 20% contained over 10 ppm As. There was no uni­
formity of distribution through the soil profile nor did any relation­
ships exist between arsenic content and climatic conditions or soil 
parent material. The general trend suggested that sandy soils, soil 
with high silicon : susquioxide ratios, and soils of humid regions have 
little arsenic (Williams and Whetstone, 1940).
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Arsenic in several forms has been used for many years as a 
herbicide, insecticide, silvicide, and soil sterilant. However, in 
concentrations of less than one ppm in solution culture arsenic may 
enhance root growth (Liebig et , 1959; Stewart and Smith, 1922) 
or stimulate bacteria associated with nitrogen mineralization (Greaves, 
1916). Generally though, arsenic is harmful when accumulated in the 
soil as a result of man's activities (Bishop and Chisholm, 1962; 
Chisholm et ad., 1955; Kerr, 1939; Reed and Sturgis, 1936; Vincent, 
1944; and Woolson, 1969).
Vandecaveye et al. (1936) noted damage to alfalfa and barley
when grown in soil containing two ppm soluble arsenic and Liebig et 
al. (1959) found that arsenic in concentration of from two to five
ppm in nutrient solution is toxic to lemon trees. Arsenic concentra­
tions as low as 0 . 2  ppm have damaged rice grown in poorly drained 
fields (Epps and Sturgis, 1939). The growth of Kanota oats also was 
retarded by an approximately 1 1 ppm concentration of arsenic in the 
soil (Crafts and Rosenfels, 1939).
Hurd-Karrer (1939) found the toxicity of arsenic to wheat and 
barley grown in nutrient solution to be lessened when phosphate was 
added to the solution. Without high concentrations of phosphorus,
30 ppm As nearly killed the plants. Arsenic at 30 to 145 ppm and 
174 ppm total in orchard soils has damaged peach trees (Thompson and 
Batjer, 1950; Lindner, 1943; Batjer and Benson, 1958).
A r s e n i c  h a s  a  l a s t i n g  e f f e c t  i n  t h e  s o i l  a s  a  p h y t o c i d e ; i t  
l e a c h e s  s l o w l y  t h r o u g h  t h e  s o i l ; a n d  i t  h a s  g r e a t e s t  t o x i c  e f f e c t s
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in acid sandy soils. Arsenic trioxide is more effective in pre­
venting re-establishment of vegetation on cleared areas than in 
killing established plants. Eight times more As^O^ must be applied 
to silt loam than to sandy soil to attain high toxicity to Monterey 
pine. Symptoms of arsenic toxicity in Monterey pine include reduced 
growth and stem distortion, lack of finely branched roots, and bluish 
color of leaves before turning brown (Arnott, 1965; Arnott and Leaf, 
1967).
Copper is naturally more abundant than arsenic in most soils. 
Certain soils of western India contain from 11 to 175 ppm Cu (Neela- 
kantan and Mehta, 1961) , whereas certain Missouri soils range from 15 
to 82 ppm (Johnson and Graham, 1952). Total copper of some Kentucky 
soils range from four to 27 ppm (Sherman and McHargue, 1942) and sam­
ples of soils from Middle Atlantic U.S. generally contained less than 
20 ppm (Manns and Russell, 1935). Menzel (1950) found a range of 10 
to 25 ppm Cu in Wisconsin soils, whereas Pack £t a^. (1953) noted a
range from 2 to 61 ppm Cu in New Jersey soils. Most uncontaminated 
soils of the world contain less than 60 ppm and many soils in the U.S, 
contain an average of only about 25 ppm Cu (Sedletskii and Ivanov, 
1941; Reuther, 1957; Holmes, 1943).
Copper, as an enzyme activator, is an essential element for 
plant growth. In concentrations of less than one ppm it also may be 
required for nitrogen fixation by nodular plants and may be instru­
mental in the uptake of calcium by plants (Greenwood and Hallsworth, 
1960; Bond and Hewitt, 1967). Arnon and Stout (1939) noted stunted
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growth, poor root development, dark blue-green leaf color, curling 
leaves, and no flower formation in tomato plants grown in copper- 
deficient solution.
However, copper becomes toxic to many plants as its concentra­
tion increases. Injury may occur to tomato plants grown in solutions 
containing two or more ppm of the element (Arnon and Stout, 1939; 
DeKock, 1965). Hawf and Schmid (1967) found copper to inhibit zinc 
uptake which in turn may interfere with the biosynthesis of auxin. 
Chapman e^ a^. (1940), Smith and Specht (1953), Reuther and Smith 
(1953) and Reitz and Shimp (195 3) noted that plants grown in soil and 
solutions containing excess copper (roughly 150 to 250 ppm ) exhibited 
iron chlorosis symptoms such as stunted shoot and root growth, and 
thick, dark colored roots. Brams and Fiskell (1971) also noted club­
like deformities of citrus roots grown in excessive levels of copper.
In uncontaminated soil the concentration of lead averages approx­
imately 15 ppm and seldom exceeds 50 ppm (Motto et al., 1970). Marten 
and Hammond (1966) found 12 ppm Pb in uncontaminated soil from the 
Midwest. Swaine (1955) indicated that many soils range from 0.05 to 
5 ppm Pb but may reach 46 ppm.
Lead is not considered essential to plant growth although Keaton 
(1937) and Rasmussen and Henry (1963) detected slightly faster growth 
in barley and sweet oranges grown in nutrient solutions containing low 
concentrations of lead. Marten and Hammond (1966) found no consistent 
differences in the growth of bromegrass grown in soil containing from 
12 to 680 ppm Pb.
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Zinc also occurs naturally in soils and is an essential element 
for plant growth. Devlin (1966) points out that zinc is important 
in enzyme activation and protein synthesis. Hibbard (1940) reported 
zinc concentrations in California soils ranging from 6 6  to 335 ppm 
with an average of 107 ppm. However, most of his samples had been 
amended with zinc in the field to correct a zinc deficiency. A num­
ber of uncontaminated soils from throughout the U.S. contain a mean 
of 62 ppm Zn (Holmes, 1943).
Zinc in solution can be poisonous to plants in concentrations of 
15 ppm or slightly less (Maze, 1936; DeKock, 1956). Iron chlorosis 
symptoms are common in plants grown in excess zinc (Hewitt, 1948; 
Hunter and Vergnano, 1953; Chapman et al., 1940; Brenchley, 1927). 
Hawkins and Cameron (1953) discovered that tree seedlings died when 
grown in galvanized iron tubes. They attributed the death to zinc 
toxicity.
M e th o d s
The following methodology was used to determine the extent of 
soil contamination, and to test the response of Douglas-fir and lodge­
pole pine grown in soils from the Anaconda region.
Soil samples were collected from 47 sites at various distances 
and in several directions from the smelter. Soil from an additional 
site (No. 18) was collected but not used in the study because of an 
extremely high clay content which caused it to harden upon drying. 
Consequently, samples are numbered from 1 through 48. I used the
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smelter as a focal point because it is the primary source of soil 
contamination and is the most prominent reference point in the area. 
The specific sampling sites were selected to satisfy the following 
criteria.
1. Soil contaminants, if any, were assumed to have been de­
posited on the site primarily as a result of the operations of the 
Anaconda smelter. I strived to avoid areas which probably have been 
contaminated by other sources. This constraint helped to maintain 
homogeneity in the diversity of harmful elements in the soil. For 
example, large quantities of fluorides have been emitted by a phos­
phate plant at Garrison, at the northern extreme of the Deer Lodge 
Valley. Fluorides also are emitted by a chemical plant at Ramsay, 
about midway between Anaconda and Butte. However, fluoride emissions 
from the smelter are not great.
2. Soil pollutants were deposited in airborne rather than water­
borne materials to better maintain homogeneous diversity of pollutants
3. Within the limits of other criteria the entire range of con­
tamination was to be covered. The term ’’range" refers to the affected 
land area and to concentrations of heavy metals.
4. Each site is normally capable of supporting a species of 
coniferous tree or is in such poor condition that within the limits 
of the other criteria it warrants immediate attention.
I selected the sampling sites on the basis of knowledge gained 
from historical records, wind patterns, aerial photographs, communica­
tions with representatives of the Anaconda Company, known trends of
ERRATUM:
leaf 80 ; after line kf insert line to read :
"north "beyond Deer Lodge, one mile east, seven miles"
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soil contamination, success of tree planting efforts, and on-the- 
ground reconnaissance. Sites with extremely low plant cover and 
diversity, and which were formerly forested, received highest priority, 
Thus, the sample sites most distant from the smelter were 22 miles 
south, on the east slope of the Continental Divide; and 15 miles west, 
near Georgetown Lake.
One soil sample was collected from the surface two inches of 
mineral soil at each of the 48 sites. This is the zone of the soil 
profile wherein heavy metals tend to concentrate, and where germina­
tion of the seed and immediate growth of the seedling take place. All 
but one sample were analyzed for arsenic, copper, lead, and zinc to 
determine the range of soil contamination by heavy metals. The excep­
tion was a preliminary sample which was analyzed for arsènic only. 
Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine were grown in 40 of these soil samples.
Additional samples from various depths in the profile of four of 
these sites, including the preliminary sample, were collected to deter­
mine the relationship between heavy metal concentration and soil depth. 
Two of these profiles were sampled at the following depth zones given 
in inches: 0-1, 1-2, 2-4, 6 -8 , 10-12, 16-18, 22-24. The third (the 
preliminary samples) and fourth sites were sampled on the same pattern 
but to only 18 and 1 2  inches respectively, due to difficult digging.
The location of all sampling sites is given in Figure 3.
All soil samples (except those previously noted) were analyzed 
for total and water soluble arsenic and for total and exchangable 
copper, lead, and zinc. I chose these elements for study because
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FIGURE 3. Location of sample sites. Note: 
Sites, 36, 41, and 44 are not included. See 
Appendix I for their location. (U.S.F.S. map).
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they are particularly abundant in the contaminated soil (Taskey 
et , 1972). I assumed that water-soluble arsenic and exchang­
able copper, lead and zinc represent the fraction available to the 
plant. The total arsenic was extracted with sulfuric and perchloric 
acids. The total copper, lead, and zinc was extracted by digestion 
with nitric and perchloric acids. Extractions of exchangable metals 
were made with IN ammonium acetate buffered at pH 4.8. All deter­
minations were made with an atomic absorption spectrophotometer at 
the Anaconda Company's laboratory in Butte, Montana. Additionally, 
the Montana Soil Testing Laboratory at Montana State University, 
Bozeman, conducted fertility analyses. All sample numbers were coded 
before being sent to either lab.
I conducted soil mechanical analyses using the hydrometer method 
suggested by Bouyoucos (1927).
The surface soil from 40 of the 47 sites was sieved through 
a # 1 0  screen and potted in duplicate in one-gallon plastic green­
house pots. Soil from sites 42 through 48 were not potted since they 
are being used in another study and are important to this study only 
insofar as they provide additional information concerning heavy metal 
concentrations and native vegetation. The preliminary sample, which 
was analyzed for total arsenic only and was not potted, was from site 
48.
T h e  g r e e n h o u s e  e x p e r im e n t  w as  b e g u n  t w i c e  b e c a u s e  o f  s e v e r a l  
p r o b le m s  e n c o u n t e r e d  i n  t h e  f i r s t  t r i a l .  T h e s e  p r o b le m s  a r e  e x p l a i n e d  
i n  t h e  " R e s u l t s "  s e c t i o n .
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The U.S. Forest Service nursery at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, pro­
vided seeds of Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine for both trials. I 
stratified the seed in moist sand at 41^F for three months and 
germination tested seed samples in petri dishes in the laboratory.
In the first trial, which ran only one month, all seeds were 
rolled in Dupont's "Fermate", a bromide compound, before planting. 
This treatment was to guard against damping-off, which is a common 
malady in the greenhouse. I also tested samples of the Fermate- 
treated seed for germination. A germination test was also run on 
the seed used in the second trial but none of the seed was treated 
with Fermate.
Each soil was planted with 20 seeds of Douglas-fir and 20 seeds 
of lodgepole pine in separate pots. Pots were placed in the green­
house under an eight hour light and 16 hour dark schedule. Initial­
ly, the pots were watered from the bottom, and subsequently were 
watered from either the bottom or top depending on general moisture 
conditions.
I covered all pots in the second trial with a thin clear plastic 
tarp which was removed after two weeks. The tarp reduced evaporation 
from the pots, maintained more uniform humidity and temperature for 
germination, and minimized the amount of air disturbance above the 
soil. Upon emergence the seedlings were sprinkled lightly with a 
Fermate solution of one tablespoon of powder to one gallon of water. 
One gallon of solution treated 40 pots. This treatment was applied 
every three days for the first month.
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Seeds were considered germinated upon emergence from the soil.
The study ran for five months during which time shoot length and 
condition of the plants were periodically recorded. Shoot and root 
lengths and dry weights were measured at harvesting time.
Results
Table 9 gives the range of concentrations of arsenic, copper, 
lead, and zinc found in the surface soils from near Anaconda. The 
table does not include the analyses of samples taken from various 
levels of soil depth. Those data are presented in Figure 4. See 
Appendix II for the complete analyses of heavy metal concentrations.
These data show several trends. Nearly all of the samples have 
heavy metal concentrations that are well above those typically found 
in uncontaminated soil. The least contaminated sites —  36, 40, 41, 
and 44 —  have adequate plant cover and diversity and appear in good 
condition, although the soil of each site contains several hundred 
parts per million of heavy metals.
These four sites also are most distant from the smelter. Site 
36, which is 24 miles north of the smelter, is more contaminated than 
Site 44, which is twelve miles north. This is entirely feasible, even 
assuming that the smelter is the source of contamination, since Site 
36 is less protected from the smelter smoke by topographic features 
than is Site 44.
S i t e s  40 a n d  41 a r e  w e s t  o f  t h e  s m e l t e r ,  15 a n d  17 m i l e s  r e s p e c ­
t i v e l y .  B o th  s i t e s  a r e  i n  lo d g e p o l e  p i n e  f o r e s t  w i t h  g o o d  g r o u n d  c o v e r
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TABLE 9
RANGE OF CONCENTRATIONS (IN PPM) OF FOUR HEAVY METALS IN
THE SURFACE SOILS NEAR ANACONDA, MONTANA
Total Available*
High
Arsenic 2,362
Sample site 27
Copper 8,450
Sample site 46
Lead 1,500
Sample site 27
Zinc 3,100
Sample site 45
Low
56
44
50
41 & 44
23
44
80
41
High
258
28
3,260
46
284
45
880
30
Low
1
40
1
44
0
44
0
44
* water soluble arsenic and ammonium acetate extractable 
copper, lead, and zinc
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The U.S. Forest Service has recently thinned several stands of lodge­
pole pine in the vicinity with the anticipation of a future timber 
crop. It is encouraging to note that these sites are in better con­
dition today than they were when Haywood (1910) and Peirce, Swain, 
and Mitchell (1913) described them early in the century.
Although the soil may have excessive concentrations of heavy 
metals to at least 24 inches depth (Figure 4), most of the conta­
mination is concentrated in the top six or eight inches of the pro­
file. The four elements have leached somewhat, but considering 
that many sites have been exposed to the smelter effluents for nearly 
90 years, the amount of leaching is relatively small. Consequently, 
that portion of the soil which is most critical for plant propagation 
and growth is also the most contaminated. This fact may seem somewhat 
discouraging in terms of land reclamation. However, under the circum­
stances it may be beneficial in that the poisonous elements are easily 
located and thus may be dealt with.
The most contaminated of the sites studied are generally within 
five miles of the smelter, and more specifically, near the sites of 
the old smelter works and the present smelter. These areas also have 
the lowest degrees of plant cover and diversity and are in most need 
of rehabilitation. Exceedingly high levels of heavy metals are common 
beyond five miles (notably in the Mill Creek drainage), but these lands 
appear to be recovering at a much faster rate than those sites which 
are close in. This does not suggest that areas beyond five miles 
should be left to repair themselves. It simply means that sites which
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deserve highest priority of rehabilitation efforts lie within five 
miles of the smelter.
Figure 5 depicts the relation of soil contamination to distance 
from the smelter in the southerly and westerly directions. The de­
pendent variable is represented by the summation of total concentra­
tions of arsenic, copper, lead, and zinc. Insufficient data were 
collected to plot this relationship to the north and east. The data 
suggest that the sampling did not go beyond the range of heavy metal 
contamination. Samples 36 and 41 may have approached the edge of the 
range to the north and west respectively, but the contamination boun­
dary was not established. The two sites are, however, near the limits 
of obvious impairment to the plant community. All of the sampling to 
the south was well within the smelter's zone of influence, and the 
study probably should have been extended several more miles in that 
direction.
The points are relatively widely scattered in the graph showing 
heavy metal concentrations south of the smelter. This scattering is 
probably caused by several factors. All sample sites represented in 
the graph are not in close alignraent. The sites vary in aspect, slope, 
and general topography, which can account for different concentrations 
on sites equidistant from the smelter. Other factors may be variations 
in wind and smoke dispersal patterns. If a curve were drawn through 
points which are all nearly in line with each other and the smoke 
stack, a curve with little variation would result.
Figure 6 gives the general positive relationships which exist 
between total and available heavy metals. Although the method used
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to extract the available metals (i.e., water soluble arsenic, and 
ammonium acetate extractable copper, lead, and zinc) is commonly 
accepted, it may not yield all of the fraction which is truly 
available to plants as suggested by recent studies (Woolson, 19 71; 
Wear and Evans, 1968). Consequently, it may be beneficial to place 
more emphasis on total heavy metals rather than on what is commonly 
considered as being available.
Clay content of the soils ranged from 0.24% to 2 7.14%, which is 
a range in textural class from sand to sandy clay loam. However, 
these extremes in soil texture were represented by only one sample 
each. The percentage of samples falling into the various soil 
classes are: 62% sandy loam, 21% loam, and 15% loamy sand. This
excludes the two extreme samples. Soil texture plotted against 
heavy metal concentrations implied that there was little or no re­
lationship between these parameters. There may have been a definite 
correlation if there had been a wider range of textures. Appendix 
III gives the complete results of mechanical analyses of soils from 
Sites 1-41.
Field observations indicated an inverse relationship between 
heavy metal concentrations and plant cover and diversity. Although 
I did not quantify either cover or diversity, I did make qualitative 
estimations which are given in Appendix I. The most contaminated 
sites may have less than 20% ground cover as illustrated in Plates 
IX, X, and XI.
Certain plant species apparently are tolerant of high concen­
trations of heavy metals in the Anaconda soils. Table 10 lists 20
FIGURE 6
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of these species. The most noteworthy of those listed are basin 
wiid-rye, aspen, and the three species of juniper, which often 
comprise most of the cover of the sites that are in very poor con­
dition. Basin wild-rye is the only species present on some sites 
near the smelter. These three species are literally holding much 
of the landscape together. It is heartening that the clones of 
aspen are expanding as evidenced by aerial photographs taken in 
different years.
Germination and growth of Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine were 
to be correlated with heavy metal concentrations in the soil in the 
greenhouse portion of the study. Unfortunately, this experiment 
encountered some major difficulties, which stemmed from attacks by 
the damping-off type of fungal organisms. As a result, some of 
the potential findings became obscured.
Most of the seed of both species should have germinated within
two weeks after sowing. However, one month after planting, germina­
tion of the seed treated with Fermate was very slight and plants
that did emerge from the soil died of damping-off almost immediately.
The Fermate treatment was suspected of either killing the seed or 
delaying germination since non-treated seeds in a petri dish germin­
ated successfully. The experiment was subsequently aborted and 
preparations began to start anew.
The second trial was more successful than the first but damping- 
off was still a severe problem. Seeds were not treated with fungicide 
before planting and germination improved slightly. The seed batches
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TABLE 10
TWENTY PLANT SPECIES FOUND GROWING IN SOILS WITH HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF HEAVY METALS FROM NEAR ANACONDA
Aspen
Basin wild-rye 
Common juniper 
Creeping holly grape 
Field horsetail 
Fireweed 
Gromwell
Hairy golden aster 
Horizontal juniper 
Horsebrush
Indian ricegrass 
Limber pine 
Mentzielia
Needle and thread grass
Rabbit brush
Ribes
Rocky Mountain juniper
Rosin weed
Thistle
Willow
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in this trial initially were less viable than those of the first 
trial as revealed by a control germination test. Whereas 100% 
germination for lodgepole pine and 60% for Douglas-fir were realiz- 
in the control for the first trial, only 25% and 4 5 % respectively,
resulted in the control test of the seed batches in the second trial.
Germination in the pots was approximately 19% for Douglas-fir 
and 14% for lodgepole pine. Although these figures are respectively
26% and 1 1 % less than those of the control, the differences cannot be
attributed to heavy metals in the soil since a large —  but unknown —  
number of plants succumbed to pre-emergence damping-off. I have found 
no indication in the literature of germination of any species being 
adversely affected by soil contamination. An earlier study involving 
crested wheatgrass planted in soil from Anaconda did not show any 
significant differences in germination (Taskey e_t al. , 1972) .
Post-emergence damping-off was also a problem but was at least 
partially controlled with Fermate applied in a water solution. At 
the same time regular watering was reduced to a minimum to disrupt 
a favorable habitat for fungal activity. A few seedlings may have 
suffered from partial desiccation as a result, but the overall results 
were favorable in that damping-off was reduced to a tolerable level. 
When the seedlings were one month old they had nearly passed the stage 
of susceptibility and regular watering was resumed. There was no 
significant relationship between degree of damping-off and soil con­
tamination, although a greater number of seedlings died of apparent 
damping-off in highly contaminated soil than in soil with low contami­
nation.
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Figures 7 and 8 plot the growth of the five month old Douglas- 
fir and lodgepole pine seedlings over heavy metal concentrations in 
the Anaconda soils. The dependent variable is given as total shoot 
length of the individual plants. This is the most accurate repre­
sentation of growth since it is the easiest to measure. Other para­
meters measured were root length, and dry shoot and root weights. 
Similar curves result when any one of these parameters is plotted 
against heavy metal concentrations. All measurements are given in 
Appendix IV.
The independent variable used is the summation of the total 
arsenic, copper, lead, and zinc in each soil sample. This parameter 
was selected because no single element can be regarded as the most, 
or least, harmful to plant life on the basis of results obtained in 
this study.
Soil texture and fertility were not greatly divergent among the 
soil samples and showed little or no relationship to seedling growth. 
Fertility data are presented in Appendix V.
No real differences in survival between or among species could 
be detected. Seedlings were considered to be out of danger from 
damping-off for the final three months of growth. During this time 
a five percent mortality —  from 75 to 71 seedlings —  occurred in 
the Douglas-fir while no mortality occurred in the lodgepole pine —  
48 seedlings. Perhaps a number of the early deaths were related to 
soil contamination but this is impossible to determine because of the 
complications caused by the fungal attacks. Undoubtedly mortality 
would have increased if the experiment had run longer since many of
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the seedlings in the highly contaminated soil were in extremely poor 
condition at harvest time.
Generally, the growth of Douglas-fir was more vigorous than 
that of lodgepole pine grown in comparable soils. Douglas-fir was 
less inhibited than the lodgepole pine in nearly all soils, but growth 
of both species was greatly reduced when the heavy metal concentration 
was above approximately 1,000 ppm. This corresponds approximately to 
soil from within five miles of the smelter.
Both species exhibit similar irregularities when grown in highly 
contaminated soils as shown in Plates XXI and XXII. The most striking 
feature of these seedlings is the oddly formed roots. Roots of healthy 
seedlings, such as those in low concentrations of the metals, are 
long, many-branched, light colored, and slender or tenuous. Con­
trastingly, the roots which developed in extreme amounts of heavy 
metals were stubby and blunt tipped, with few branches, very dark 
colored (almost black), and extremely thick.
The differences in size are the most noticeable features of the 
shoots in Plates XXI and XXII. The great differences in shoot length 
between the medium concentration Douglas-fir seedling and the high 
concentration seedling in the photo is somewhat misleading in that 
differences of this magnitude were not always the rule. The medium 
concentration seedlings were certainly taller than those grown in more 
contaminated soils, but the height of the medium individual in the photo­
graph is slightly greater than the average height of its close asso­
ciates. The seedling was selected for the photograph because it illu­
strates several of the other common characteristics, such as dead and
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Five month old Douglas-fir grown in soils from Anaconda with low, 
medium, and high concentrations of heavy metals.
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Five month old lodgepole pine grown in soils from Anaconda with 
low, medium, and high concentrations of heavy metals.
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dying older leaves, pale yellow color and dead tips of new leaves, 
and heavy dark colored roots.
Death of many of the lodgepole pine leaves and a few of the 
Douglas-fir leaves was preceded by a bright red color which covered 
from 1/8 to 1/2 of the leaf from the tip, back. This characteristic 
appeared most often on the trees in high concentrations of heavy 
metals, however one very healthy lodgepole pine with dark green 
leaves and in some of the least contaminated soil exhibited the red 
color on the extreme tip of about one percent of its leaves.
Conclusions
The Copper Basin at Copperhill, Tennessee, and a 
similar area east of Butte, Montana, provide impressive 
demonstrations of the result of the absence of living 
organisms. In these regions fumes from copper smelters 
exterminated all the rooted plants over a wide area.
All the soil eroded away, leaving a spectacular desert. . 
Although modern smelting methods no longer release fumes, 
vegetation has failed to return, and artificial reforesta­
tion attempts have largely failed. The area is too "raw" 
for life to obtain an effective foothold and start the 
rebuilding process (Odum, 1959).
Eugene Odum may also have been thinking of the Anaconda area, 
which is west of Butte, when he wrote the above paragraph. There 
certainly is a lack of vegetation at Anaconda, and a few years ago 
on many sites there was a complete absence of plant life. As dis­
cussed earlier, fumes from the smelter have destroyed or injured 
hundreds of square miles of forest, shrub, and grass communities. 
Erosion has been, and is still, severe. However, to say that "all 
the soil eroded away" would be an overstatement except for a few 
specific sites.
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Dr. Odum's statements are not entirely correct if they are 
literally applied to Butte, or extrapolated to her sister. Anaconda.
The fact is that modern smelting methods do release fumes, and that 
these fumes impede the natural efforts of the destroyed ecosystem to 
regenerate itself. In some cases, as at Anaconda —  and the area 
east of Butte, —  vegetation is returning, but would return at a much 
faster rate if the release of poisonous effluents was curtailed.
The huge quantities of sulfur oxides, combined with the array 
of heavy metals, which are emitted from the smelter substantially 
reduce the capacity of the landscape to revegetate itself. Severe 
browning and numerous perforations commonly appear in the leaves of 
broadleaf species which grow near the smelter. These characteristics 
occur most notably following a rain, and have been attributed to 
sulfur dioxide which has been converted to sulfuric acid in the at­
mosphere (Gordon, 1970). Although damage to mature or nearly mature 
plants may be considered serious, the effects of SO^ may be more 
highly detrimental to plant seedlings, which have few leaves and have 
developed little protective tissue.
A l t h o u g h  v a r i o u s  h e a v y  m e t a ls  a r e  r e l e a s e d  f r o m  t h e  s t a c k , I 
c a n n o t  t e s t i f y  a s  t o  t h e  c u r r e n t  e f f e c t s  o f  t h e s e  a i r b o r n e  h e a v y  m e t a ls  
o n  t h e  v e g e t a t i o n  a t  A n a c o n d a . B a s e d  o n  e v id e n c e  f r o m  t h e  l i t e r a t u r e ,  
w h ic h  w as  p r e s e n t e d  e a r l i e r ,  I  w o u ld  c o n j e c t u r e  t h a t  t h e s e  m a t e r i a l s  —  
e s p e c i a l l y  a r s e n i c a l  co m p o u n d s  —  a r e  m o re  l i k e l y  t o  b e  h a r m f u l  t h a n  
b e n e f i c i a l .  T h e  s u b j e c t  i s  c e r t a i n l y  d e s e r v i n g  o f  f u r t h e r  s t u d y .
T h e  m o s t  i m p o r t a n t  —  a n d  s e e m in g ly  t h e  m o s t o b v io u s  - -  s t e p  t h e n ,  
t o  t h e  r e h a b i l i t a t i o n  p r o c e s s  i s  t h e  i n s t a l l a t i o n  o f  e f f i c i e n t  p o l l u t i o n
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control devices on the smelter. Disposal methods at the smelter have 
been altered so that stack emissions of heavy metals are less than 
they were a half century ago. The company is planning the construction 
of a sulfuric acid plant to somewhat reduce the atmospheric SO2 . 
However, a controversy exists over the quantitative, as well as quali­
tative, definition of the terms "adequate retention" and "proper dis­
posal" of harmful effluents. The controversy is an old one to the 
Anaconda region and shows no sign of being settled in the near future. 
It has not been proven that the currently planned pollution control 
devices will adequately or inadequately protect the ecosystem. Conse­
quently, the controversy will continue, and the most important and 
most obvious rehabilitation step may not be accomplished for several 
more years.
It is encouraging, however, that pioneer plant species have es­
tablished themselves on the grounds near the smelter. These species 
and the rest of the ecosystem deserve man's assistance in the reha­
bilitation process. Although it is of paramont importance, controlling 
the effluent will not remove all of the major barriers to plant success 
since the soils are highly contaminated. The soils contain concentra­
tions of arsenic, copper, lead, and zinc which are often 50 or more 
times that found in uncontaminated soil. Also the soils probably 
contain excessive amounts of a number of other elements which are 
associated with the smelting process.
Consequently, for any reclamation effort to be successful, the 
condition of the soil must be reckoned with. Lodgepole pine is the 
most common tree species planted at Anaconda and Douglas-fir is second.
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Usually no treatment is given to the soil before these trees are 
planted. This study suggests several prepatory measures which may 
be taken, and points out topics for future study.
The region should be broken down into areas of priority, which 
can be established on the basis of current vegetative and erosion 
conditions, distance and direction from the smelter, and degree of 
soil contamination. These categories are very closely related and 
are not difficult to define.
All of the highest priority areas of the uplands lie within five 
miles of the smelter and are outlined in Figure 9. These include the 
end of Stucky Ridge, the lower north slopes of the Anaconda Range 
south of the city —  especially near the smelter —  and parts of the 
Mill Creek Drainage. I feel that these sites offer the potential 
for the greatest payoff in a reclamation effort since they have the 
lowest vegetative cover and diversity, the most serious erosion, the 
highest degree of soil contamination, and are close to the city of 
Anaconda. The latter factor may be very important because of the high 
arsenic content of Anaconda's atmosphere. Much of this arsenic may 
be dispersed into the air in wind blown material from tailings and 
from the soil. A good vegetative cover would help to hold these 
materials in place.
Second priority lands include the lower slopes of the rest of the 
Mill Creek Drainage along the highway and to about one mile south of 
the Continental Divide. The lower slopes on either side of the Warm 
Springs Creek drainage west to the middle of Secs. 23 and 26, T5N,
R12W are also included. In addition, the north slopes of the lower
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end of Lost Creek fall into this category.
Many square miles of additional land could be included here 
but the most benefit would come from concentrating efforts on those 
areas I have outlined.
Finally, I see no point in continuing the current reforestation 
attempts of haphazard planting. There are several better approaches 
by which further knowledge of the Anaconda problem may be gained. In 
order to fully understand the soils problem at Anaconda; to gain 
knowledge which may be extrapolated to other regions with similar 
problems; and to "get something growing" on the deteriorated Anaconda 
landscape I offer the following alternatives:
- soil analyses to determine the presence and intensity of 
other potentially harmful or otherwise important elements, 
including aluminum, antimony, bismuth, cadmium, iron, 
manganese, and molybdenum.
- growth chamber studies to determine the effects of these 
elements (singly and in combination) on various plant 
species which are native or adaptable to the area.
- setting up stations to monitor on-the-ground trends and 
changes in the biota and other ecological factors.
- testing a number of native or potentially adaptable plant 
species for their tolerance to soil contamination —  not 
their tolerance to air pollution —  by planting in the 
field. This may have to wait until after better emission 
control devices are installed on the smelter.
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removing or laying aside surface soil, where heavy metals 
are concentrated, fertilizing, and planting in the newly 
exposed material.
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APPENDIX I
NOTES ON SAMPLE SITES AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF PLANT SPECIES
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Site
Number Location
Elev
(ft)
Slope
(%)
Parent
Material
SW^ SW^ Sec 29, T4N, 6200
RllW.
NW^ SW^ Sec 28, T4N, 6000
RllW.
NW^ NW^ Sec 28, T4N, 6400
RllW.
30
Glacial moraine 
outwash (granite)
moraine outwash 
granitic
Residual; granite 
& quartz monzonite 
of Boulder batho- 
lith
10
11
12
13
SE^ NVÎ  Sec 16, T3N, 6600
RllW.
h cor Sec 8 & 9, T3N, 6600 
RllW.
SE^ NW^ Sec 33, T4N, 
RllW.
SW^ NW^ Sec 10, T4N, 
RllW.
6000
5600
25
SE^ m h  Sec 4, T3N, 6300 30
RllW.
SW^ NE^ Sec 33, T4N, 6000 3
RllW.
SW^ NE^ Sec 27, T4N, 5700 10
RllW.
SE^ SW^ Sec 27, T4N, 5800 30
RllW.
SW^ NW^ Sec 25, T4N, 5600 30
RllW.
SW^ SW^ Sec 24, T4N, 5600 40
RllW.
20
Residual; Tertiary
volcanics-felcite
porphyry
Residual-quartzite 
or heavily cemented 
sandstone intercalated 
in Tertiary volcanics
Residual; Tertiary 
volcanic. Balsalt 
& andésite porphyry
Glacial moraine 
outwash-granite
Glacial outwash 
quartz & granite
Residual; Tertiary 
volcanics felcite 
porphyry with 
copper oxide
Residual; Tertiary 
volcanics, felcite 
porphyry.
Residual; Tertiary 
volcanics felcite 
porphyry
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Site
Number Location
Elev
(ft)
Slope
(%)
Parent
Material
14
15
16
SW^ SE^ sec 4, T4N, 
RllW.
SW^ SW^ Sec 30, T4N, 
RllW.
NE^ SE^ Sec 26, T5N, 
RllW.
5520
5200 30
5440 25
Basalt (from 
glacial drift), 
felcite porphyry, 
conglomerate
17 NE^ SE^ Sec 15, T5N, 
RllW.
58 60
18 NE^ NW^ Sec 22, T4N, 
RllW.
6400
19 NW^ NE^ Sec 22, T4N, 
RllW.
6400 20 Residual sand­
stone .
20 NW^ SE^ Sec 22, t4n , 
RllW.
5960 20 Residual granite, 
quartz
21 SE^ SE^ Sec 15, T4N, 
RllW.
6200 15 Residual lime­
stone & sand­
stone
22 SW^ NW^ Sec 14, T4N, 
RllW.
6200 Tertiary volcanics, 
altered felcite, 
silica (residual)
23 SE^ NW^ Sec 14, T4N, 
RllW.
6100 Residual granite
24
25
26
NE^ SW^ Sec 13, T4N, 
RllW.
NE^ SW^ Sec 13, T4N, 
RllW.
NW^ NW^ Sec 13, T4N, 
RllW.
6380 60 Residual sandstone
6200 40 Residual quartz
6000 1 0 Residual tertiary 
volcanics - felcite 
porphyry
27 NE^ NW^ Sec 13, T4N, 
RllW.
5860 10 Residual tertiary 
Volcanics - felcite 
with iron enrichment
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Site
Number Location
Elev
(ft)
Slope
(%)
Parent
Material
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
NE^ NW^ Sec 13, T4N, 
RllW.
NE^ SE^ Sec 11, T4N, 
RllW.
NW^ SE^ Sec 11, T4N, 
RllW.
NE^ NW^ Sec 11, T4N, 
RllW.
NW^ NW^ Sec 11, T4N, 
RllW.
NW^ of NE^ Sec 10, 
T4N, RllW.
SE^ SW^ Sec 9, T4N, 
RllW.
SE^ SW^ Sec 35, T5N, 
RllW.
SE^ NW^ Sec 16, T8 N, 
RTW.
SW^ SE^ Sec 25, T4N, 
R12W.
SW^ NW^ Sec 23, T5N, 
R12W.
5440 20
5500 20
5500
5500
5500 35
5700
5920 25
5600 30
5200
5640
6100 15
39 SE^ NW^ Sec 20, T5N, 
R12W.
6080 25
Residual tertiary 
volcanics- felcite 
porphyry
Residual tertiary 
volcanics - felcite 
porphyry
Residual tertiary 
volcanics - felcite 
& diorite porphyrys
Residual diorite
Tertiary volcanics 
felcite porphyry
Residual sandstone
Residual granite 
(Boulder batholith?)
glacial quartzite, 
limestone
Tertiary volcanics, 
residual quartz
Ouarternary alluvium 
impure limestone with 
iron, copper, man­
ganese
Residual; Madison 
limestone. Calcareous 
sandstone with iron 
and quartzite, amphi- 
bolopyroxene
Glacial moraine. 
Diorite, granite, 
limestone, quartz
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Site
Number Location
Elev
(ft)
Slope
(%)
Parent
Material
40 NW^ NE^ Sec 27, T5N, 
R13W.
6580 Quarternary 
(recent) allu­
vium, limestone, 
sandstone
41 NW^ NW^ Sec 9, T5N, 
R13W.
6800 Residual. Jef­
ferson limestone 
(?), compressed 
sandstone, 
quartzite.
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Site No. Vegetation & Cover Comments
Aspen, lodgepole pine (seedlings 
& saplings), limber pine, Doug- 
las-fir (seedlings & Saplings, 
pole) ceanothus, Creeping holly 
grape, horizontal juniper.
Soil rocky, numerous roots 
in top 1 0 inches, distinct 
boundaries, burned Douglas- 
fir stumps, sandy textured 
soil.
Cover - moderately heavy
Aspen, Lodgepole pine (seedlings 
& saplings), dwarf juniper, 
ceanothus, kinnikinnick,
Creeping holly grape, pine 
grass.
Cover - moderate
Rocky soil; took profile 
samples but could only dig 
1 2 inches; many roots, 
grazed, kinnikinnick yel­
lowed where exposed to at­
mosphere. 18 inch diameter 
Douglas-fir stumps.
Lodgepole pine seedlings. Willow, Many Douglas-fir stumps.
Aspen, Serviceberry, ceanothus, 
Bluebunch wheatgrass. Creeping 
holly grape, Carex.
Cover - moderate
long dead, some greater 
than 2 0 inch diameter.
No signs of fire Very Rocky, 
South-facing slope.
Lodgepole pine seedlings. Whor­
tleberry, Pine grass, Carex, 
Bluebunch wheatgrass. Willow.
Only site on eastern slope 
of Continental Divide, 
some signs of fire
Cover - moderate
Lodgepole pine seedlings, huckle­
berry, sweetberry honeysuckle, 
creeping holly grape, pine grass, 
gromwell
Cover - moderately low
Many lodgepole stumps.
Signs of fire. West-facing 
slope.
Common juniper, willow (on 
edge of terrace), mentzielia, 
rosin week, bluebunch wheat­
grass .
Very rough site. Rocky, 
Several Douglas-fir 
stumps 1 0 - 1 2  inches dia­
meter.
Cover - very low
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Site No. Vegetation & Cover Comments
Douglas-fir seedlings, 
common juniper, buffalo 
berry, creeping holly 
grape, bluebunch wheat­
grass .
Several Douglas-fir 
stumps, west-facing 
slope.
Cover - moderate
A few young aspen, willow, 
lodgepole pine saplings, 
creeping holly grape, buffalo 
berry, dogwood, grass.
Cover - moderately low
lodgepole pine stumps, 
several old dead standing 
lodgepole pine 1 0 0  yds. 
away. Some old signs of 
fire, no organic layer, 
some erosion, grazed.
Limber pine (10" dia), Aspen, 
common juniper. Rocky Mountain 
juniper, willow, wild rose, 
creeping holly grape.
Cover - moderate
Heavily grazed. Rocky, 
Douglas-fir stumps (20" 
dia) north-facing side of 
swale.
10 Lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir 
seedlings (planted), Rocky 
Mountain juniper, buffalo berry, 
dogwood, creeping holly grape, 
Mentzielia, rosin weed, bunch- 
grass.
Cover - moderately low
D o u g l a s - f i r  s tu m p s , n o r t h -  
f a c i n g  s l o p e s .
11 Many lodgepole pine saplings, 
aspen, buffalo berry, creeping 
holly grape, kinnikinnick, 
basin wild-rye, yarrow.
D o u g l a s - f i r  s tu m p s ,  n o r t h -  
f a c i n g  s l o p e .
Cover - moderate
12 Limber pine, some rabbit brush 
in vicinity, small amount of 
wild rose, Mentzielia, basin 
wild-rye.
D o u g l a s - f i r  a n d  lo d g e p o l e  
p i n e  s tu m p s , r o u g h  s i t e ,  
g r a v e l l y  s u r f a c e .  NTV -  
f a c i n g  s l o p e .
Cover - moderately low
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Site No. Vegetation & Cover Comments
13 Lodgepole seedlings (planted), 
Rocky Mountain juniper, some 
Aspen nearby, Mentzielia, wild 
rose, creeping holly grape, 
thistle. Hairy golden aster, 
Idaho fescue.
Lodgepole pine plantation 
appears to be doing well 
probably about two years 
old, area has been misused 
gully erosion in the vici­
nity.
Cover - moderate
14 Lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir 
seedlings (planted), aspen, 
rabbit brush, wild rose, tim­
othy, bunchgrass.
Cover - moderate
15 Rocky Mountain juniper, cot­
tonwood, rabbit brush, thistle, 
basin wild-rye.
Cover - low
Rocky site. Site is adja­
cent to an eroded gully 
which is approximately 
ten feet deep.
16 Limber pine. Rocky Mountain 
juniper, aspen, Douglas-fir 
seedlings & saplings, lodge­
pole pine, rabbit brush, wild 
rose, thistle, ribes, basin 
wild-rye.
Cover - moderately low
17 Rocky Mountain juniper, limber 
pine, Douglas-fir, serviceberry, 
Mentzielia.
Cover - moderate
Many large Douglas-fir 
stumps. Southwest-facing 
slope.
18 Aspen (30' away), hairy golden 
aster, prairie june grass, blue­
bunch wheatgrass.
Cover - moderately low
Douglas-fir stumps in the 
area. Note: This sample
was not used in the study 
due to high clay content 
which made the soil diffi­
cult to work with, i.e., it 
hardened in the greenhouse.
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Site No, Vegetation & Cover Comments
19 Mountain maple, creeping holly 
grape, hairy golden aster, 
prairie june grass, bluebunch 
wheatgrass.
Cover - moderately low
Douglas-fir stumps and 
standing old dead Douglas' 
fir are present. North- 
east-facing slope.
20 Rocky Mountain juniper (50 yds 
distant), chokecherry, ceano­
thus, mentzielia, thistle, basin 
wild-rye.
Cover - moderately low
Douglas-fir stumps and 
standing old dead Douglas- 
fir are present, fairly 
rocky site. Much wind 
erosion from this site. 
Southeast-facing slope.
21 Mountain maple, ribes, creeping 
holly grape, gromwell, wheat­
grass, prairie june grass.
Cover - moderately low
Douglas-fir stumps and 
standing old dead Douglas- 
fir are common. Shrubs 
are localized in very 
subtle draws. East-facing 
slope.
22 Horizontal juniper. Rocky 
Mountain juniper, aspen, 
buffaloberry, creeping holly 
grape, rabbit brush, wild rose, 
mentzielia, yarrow, prairie 
june grass.
Cover - moderately low
23 Aspen, willow, ribes, fireweed, 
basin wild-rye.
Several large Douglas-fir 
stumps, much wind erosion
Cover - moderate to low
24 H o r s e b r u s h ,  b a s i n  w i l d - r y e ,  
g r o m w e l l .
N o r t h e a s t - f a c i n g  s l o p e .
Cover - moderately low to low
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Site No. Vegetation & Cover Comments
25 Ribes, hairy golden aster, 
basin wild-rye.
Cover - moderately low to low
Many Douglas-fir stumps 
2 0 " dia., signs of fire 
on stumps.
26 Aspen, fireweed, basin wild- 
rye .
Cover - moderately low to low
Many large Douglas-fir 
stumps.
27 Ribes, willow, fireweed, basin 
wild-rye, field horsetail.
Cover - moderately low to low
Many Douglas-fir stumps 
throughout the area.
28 Ribes, basin wild-rye.
Cover - moderately low to low
Many Douglas-fir stumps. 
Considerable wind erosion.
29 Horizontal juniper, some basin 
wild-rye.
Cover - low
Douglas-fir stumps, severe 
gully erosion nearby, 
South-facing slope.
30 Aspen, rabbit brush, fireweed, 
rush.
Douglas-fir stumps present
Cover - moderate
31 Rocky Mountain juniper (nearby), 
serviceberry, buffaloberry, wild 
rose, rabbit brush, creeping 
holly grape, mentzielia, hairy 
golden aster, basin wild-rye.
Cover - moderately low
Cover on several adjacent 
sites is very low. Dark 
surface horizon.
32 Chokecherry, serviceberry, snow- 
berry, mentzielia, spotted knap­
weed, creeping holly grape.
Douglas-fir stumps. Gravelly 
surface, dark surface hori­
zon.
Cover - moderately low to low
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Site No. Vegetation S Cover Comments
33 Aspen, rabbit brush, ment­
zielia, basin wild-rye.
Very strong, adjacent 
to gravel pavement.
Cover - moderate to low
34 Rocky Mountain juniper, limber 
pine nearby, serviceberry, 
creeping holly grape, snow- 
berry, Erigonium, thistle, 
intermediate wheatgrass, 
bluebunch wheatgrass.
Gravelly surface, dark 
surface horizon.
Cover - moderately low to low
35 Horsebrush, rabbit brush, 
limber pine nearby, mentzielia, 
thistle, needle and thread, 
Indian ricegrass, hairy golden 
aster.
Gravelly surface. Thin 
A 1 horizon over B ir
Cover - low
36 Timber-size Douglas-fir, 
Douglas-fir reproduction, 
wild rose.
12 inch A 1 over at least 
12 inches of A 2
Cover - moderately heavy
37 Lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir, 
aspen. Rocky Mountain juniper, 
buffaloberry, wild rose, snow- 
berry, potentilla, creeping 
holly grape, kinnikinnick.
Cover - moderately heavy
38 Douglas-fir, limber pine. Rocky 
Mountain juniper, willow, snow- 
berry, buffalo berry, creeping 
holly grape, kinnikinnick, Poa, 
stipa.
Douglas-fir stumps; old 
signs of fire (ash in soil)
Cover - moderate
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Site No.Vegetation & Cover Comments
39 Lodgepole pine, Engelmann 
Spruce, buffaloberry, sweet­
berry honeysuckle, Rocky 
Mountain juniper, kinnikinnick, 
grouse whortleberry, penstamon, 
pyrola, fireweed, carex, stipa.
Cover - heavy
40 Lodgepole pine stand, creeping 
holly grape, grouse whortleberry, 
kinnikinnick.
1 0 inch lodgepole stumps
Cover - heavy
41 Lodgepole pine stand, Douglas- 
fir, limber pine, buffaloberry, 
snowberry, red huckleberry, 
grouse whortleberry, subalpine 
fir, pinegrass, fireweed, sedge
Cover - heavy
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Scientific Names of Plant Species
Basin Wild-rye
Beargrass
Blazing Star
Bluebunch Wheatgrass
Bluegrass
Buckbrush
Buffaloberry
Bush Cinquefoil
Chokecherry
Common Juniper
Cottonwood
Creeping Holly Grape
Creeping or Horizontal Juniper
Douglas Fir
Erigonium
Engelmann Spruce
Field Horsetail
Fireweed
Gooseberry
Gray Horsebrush
Gromwe11
Grouse Whortleberry 
Hairy Golden Aster
Elymus cinereus Scribn. and Merr. 
Xerophyllum tenax Nutt.
Mentzelia spp.
Agropyron spicatum Scribn. and Smith. 
Poa spp.
Ceanothus spp.
Shepherdia canadensis Nutt. 
Potentilla fruticosa L.
Prunus virginiana L.
Juniperus communis L.
Populus spp.
Mahonia repens Lindl. (or Berberis 
nqni f n1 i urn) v-^^ i
Juniperus horizontalis Moench.
Pseudotsuga menziesii Franco
Erigonium spp.
Picea engelmannii Engelm.
Equisetum arvense L.
Epilobium angustifolium L.
Ribes hudsonianum Rich.
Tetradymia canescens DC.
Lithospermum ruderale Lehm.
Vaccinium scoparium Leiberg.
Chrysopsis villosa Nutt.
1 2 8
Idaho Fescue
Indian Ricegrass
Intermediate Wheatgrass
Kinnikinnick
Limber Pine
Lodgepole Pine
Mentzelia
Needle and Thread
Oregon grape
Penstemmon 
Pinegrass 
Prairie Junegrass 
Pyrola
Quaking Aspen 
Rabbit Brush 
Red Dogwood
Rocky Mountain Juniper
Rocky Mountain Maple
Rosin Weed
Rush
Sedge
S e r v i c e b e r r y  
S n o w b e r r y  
S p o t t e d  K n a p w e e d  
S t r a w b e r r y
Festuca idahoensis Elmer.
Oryzopsis hymenoides Ricker. 
Agropyron intermedium Beauv.
Arctos taphylos uvaursi Spreng. 
Pinus flexilis James.
Pinus contorta Dougl.
Mentzelia spp.
Stipa comata Trin. and Rupr.
Mahonia repens Lindl. (or Berberis 
aquif olium  ̂. h '  ̂  ̂ ■
Penstemmon spp.
Calamagrostis rubescens Buckl. 
Koeleria cristata Pers.
Pyrola spp.
Populus tremuloides Michx. 
Chrysothamnus spp.
Cornus stolonifera Michx.
Juniperus scopulorum Sarg.
Acer glabrum Torr.
Grindelia squarrosa Dunal.
Juncus balticus Willd.
Carex spp.
Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. 
Symphoricarpos albus (L.) Blake 
Centraurea maculosa Lam,
Fragaria vesca L.
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Subalpine Fir
Swamp Horsetail
Sweetberry Honeysuckle
Thistle
Timothy
Wild Rose
Willow
Yarrow
Abies lasiocarpa Nutt. 
Equisetum fluviatile L. 
Lonicera coerulea L. 
Cirsium spp.
Phleum pratense L.
Rosa woodsii Lindl. 
Salix spp.
Achillea millefolium L,
APPENDIX II
CONCENTRATIONS (IN PPM) OF FOUR HEAVY METALS IN
THE SOILS NEAR ANACONDA, MONTANA
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Site Arsenic Lead Zinc
No. Total Avail. Total Avail. Total Avail. Total Avai]
1 370 16 330 28 140 1 2 290 52
2
2 a*
525 30 710 6 8 250 30 260 46
0 - 1 29 13 345 17 182 46 170 46
1 - 2 487 31 410 38 169 36 160 18
2-4 215 17 155 26 40 135 26
5—8 73 5 267 6 25 - 460 72
1 0 - 1 2 24 2 48 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 0 18
3 447 25 740 54 205 1 0 400 76
4 399 28 280 18 140 18 1 1 0 14
5 267 1 0 150 16 80 1 0 1 1 0 2 0
6 674 48 940 148 300 52 330 8 8
7 328 40 660 34 365 32 640 1 0 1
8 484 35 490 78 180 30 150 38
9 496 38 520 1 1 2 255 49 175 34
1 0 577 65 1040 158 400 84 340 92
1 1 289 29 370 54 160 2 0 380 172
1 2 2 2 0 33 290 58 150 43 260 117
13 400 28 3200 470 400 76 1 2 0 0 320
14 340 24 880 189 2 1 0 30 415 126
15 389 34 1 1 1 0 520 150 2 0 340 94
16 173 1 1 600 148 90 1 2 2 1 0 54
17
18
167
sample
7
not used
600 46 125 1 2 305 32
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Site Arsenic Copper Lead ZincNo. Total Avail. Total Avail. Total Avail. Total Avail
19 191 1 1 395 34 240 18 375 94
2 0 162 17 280 50 1 1 0 16 230 35
2 1 376 45 1170 70 350 2 2 640 130
2 1 a*
0 - 1 475 44 1 2 0 0 50 380 38 650 126
1 - 2 226 29 264 1 2 127 16 190 32
2-4 147 2 2 1 1 0 6 97 8 1 1 0 16
6 - 8 149 24 53 1 1 1 2 8 82 0
1 0 - 1 2 1 2 0 18 40 6 89 4 78 2
16-18 39 2 42 6 78 4 77 0
22-24 35 2 50 2 76 8 67 2
2 2 1 0 0 2 94 3200 580 800 82 1 2 0 0 360
23 627 67 1590 380 540 130 800 340
24 1989 189 2400 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 64 2600 790
25 1763 192 2 2 0 0 300 1350 170 2 1 0 0 580
26 875 141 1 0 2 0 260 430 60 920 380
27 2362 174 3000 660 1500 2 2 0 2125 560
28 1694 258 1030 296 495 90 730 198
29 1030 107 3500 860 510 180 1500 500
30 711 85 3400 69 800 2 0 0 2400 880
31 723 76 1920 560 420 98 900 370
32 425 52 1230 362 150 18 440 152
33 719 2 2 2400 700 140 16 370 104
34 175 1 2 370 6 6 1 0 0 1 0 150 38
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S i t e  A r s e n i c  C o p p e r  L e a d  Zinc
N o .________T o t a l  A v a i l .  T o t a l  A v a i l . T o t a l  A v a i l .  T o t a l  A v a i l
35 889 51 8000 1760 340 82 1500 280
36 81 13 170 4 55 4 175 20
37 161 11 170 14 55 6 180 20
38 113 13 340 6 140 13 290 24
39 109 7 170 18 60 7 160 28
40 91 1 100 10 50 6 100 10
41 81 4 50 4 40 4 80 14
42 1201 113 678 148 514 106 430 170
43 198 5 330 23 87 18 110 14
44 56 4 50 1 23 0 180 0
45
0-1 1070 57 5400 1520 870 284 3100 520
1 - 2  493 25 3600 1840 130 24 1000 520
2-4 150 44 440 55 34 10 355 160
6 - 8  121 25 42 3 19 10 41 6
10-12 109 24 33 1 18 8 39 4
16-18 21 3 32 1 20 6 35 2
22-24 11 1 39 5 23 6 47 4
46 1170 54 8450 3260 1160 60 2000 620
4 7  215 14 425 47 95 20 270 48
48**
0-1 1876
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Site Arsenic Copper Lead Zinc
No. Total Avail. Total Avail. Total Avail. Total Avail
48 (continued)
1 - 2 1130
2-4 412
6 - 8 295
1 0 - 1 2 249
16-18 176
* site was sampled twice
** preliminary sample
APPENDIX III
TEXTURAL ANALYSES OF SOIL SAMPLES
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ample 
No. Sand
%
Silt
%
Clay Soil Class
1 60 35 5 Sandy loam
2 63 2 2 15 Sandy loam
3 60 31 9 Sandy loam
4 72 23 5 Loamy sand
5 73 19 9 Loamy sand
6 64 27 8 Sandy loam
7 38 46 16 Loam
8 76 18 6 Sandy loam
9 82 1 2 6 Loamy sand
1 0 74 2 0 6 Loamy sand
1 1 70 16 14 Sandy loam
1 2 84 8 8 Loamy sand
13 62 33 5 Sandy loam
14 56 27 17 Sandy loam
15 70 18 1 2 Sandy loam
16 73 17 1 0 Sandy loam
17 64 24 1 2 Sandy loam
18 not used
19 90 9 0.24 Sand
2 0 78 1 2 1 0 Sandy loam
2 1 63 29 8 Sandy loam
2 2 54 31 15 Sandy loam
23 67 25 8 Sandy loam
24 39 45 16 Loam
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S a m p le  
N o .
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
S a n d
53
61
63
69
70 
47 
65
71 
47 
74 
62 
30
49
50 
50 
62 
47
S i l t
32
21
24
19 
18
25
20 
17 
44 
21
26 
48 
34 
34 
36 
29 
41
C la y
15
18
13
12
12
27
15 
12
9
4
12
22
16 
16 
13 
10 
12
S o i l  C la s s ________
S a n d y  lo a m  
S a n d y  lo a m  
S a n d y  lo a m  
S a n d y  lo a m  
S a n d y  lo a m  
S a n d y  c l a y  lo a m  
S a n d y  lo a m  
S a n d y  lo a m  
Loam
Loam y s a n d
S a n d y  lo a m
Loam
Loam
Loam
Loam
S a n d y  lo a m  
Loam
APPENDIX IV
MEASUREMENTS OF FIVE MONTH OLD SEEDLINGS OF
DOUGLAS-FIR AND LODGEPOLE PINE GROl'TN
IN SOILS FROM ANACONDA
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Lodgepole
Sample Number Shoot Root
# Plants Length * Weight^* Length * Weigh#* Comments
1 6 2 2 .0453 218 . 0 2 2 2 okay
32 .0390 105 .0183
25 .0328 151 .0142
27 .0593 192 .0245
30 .0531 230 .0351
51 .1991 335 .0805
2 1 13 .0152 240 .0170 older leaves dead & dying, 
leaf tips yellow; root long, 
spindly, unbranched.
3 No surviving seedlings
4 3 9 .0254 178 .0236 roots thick, leaves purp­
1 1 .0339 58 .0131 lish.
1 0 .0293 25 .0075
5 2 43 .2006 279 .0710 generally healthy; roots
42 .1416 2 2 2 .0835 slightly branched, long.
6 3 19 .0091 36 .0036 new leaves yellowing, roots
16 .0148 61 .0115 unbranched,thick.
24 .0152 62 .0113
7 3 14 . 0 2 0 2 132 .0235 roots long and spindly.
1 1 .0228 1 0 0 .0142 some leaves yellow; plant
25 .0283 2 2 1 .0451 generally not healthy, 
roots unbranched.
8 2 7 .0179 48 .0081 small plants with yellowed
4 .0181 17 .0040 leaves.
9 1 1 0 . 0 1 1 2 4 .0036
1 0 3 5 
7 
7
.0144 9
1 2
5
.0038 generally unhealthy; so 
small weighed as one plant.
1 1 No surviving seedlings
1 2 No surviving seedlings
13 No surviving seedlings
14 No surviving seedlings
15 No surviving seedlings
16 No surviving seedlings
17 2 17 .0289 83 .0115 roots on # 1 unbranched, on
19 .0421 1 2 0 .0341 # 2 branched; # 1 pale yellow leaves with older leaves 
dying.
18 No surviving seedlings
19 No surviving seedlings
2 0 No surviving seedlings
2 1 No surviving seedlings
2 2 No surviving seedlings
23 No surviving seedlings
24 No surviving seedlings
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Lodgepole (continued)
Sample Number ;Shoot Root
# Plants Length * Weights* Length * Weight»* Comments
25 No surviving seedlings
26 No surviving seedlings
27 No surviving seedlings
28 No surviving seedlings
29 No surviving seedlings
30 1 2 1 .0128 1 2 0 .0105 long spindly root un­
branched, older leaves 
dead, new leaves fairly 
healthy.
31 1 14 . 0 1 0 0 18 .0026 new plant; stem red.
32 No surviving seedlings
33 No surviving seedlings
34 3 12 .0204 197 .0154 #2 plant dead; #3 small,not
1 2 .0074 36 . 0 0 1 2 unhealthy; # 1  small, with
3 .0130 28 .0041 long unbranched root.
35 No surviving seedlings
36 2 46 .1090 372 .0526 root long, unbranched.
65 .2094 496 .0874
37 2 30 .0543 306 .0471 roots unbranched, older
28 .0568 41 .0052 leaves dead; (one plant 
dead may be due to damping- 
off.
38 2 39 .0492 435 .0316 long, unbranched roots ;
24 .1027 376 .1013 plant healthy.
39 2 1 1 0 .3283 283 .1252 good health; sturdy stems;
57 .5227 235 .1185 well branched roots, good 
color.
40 5 61 .2937 351 .0963 very healthy; good green
83 .2286 449 ,1090 color; healthy fibrous
148 .6780 385 .2481 roots.
8 8 .3192 498 .1616
59 .2883 287 .1071
41 4 137 .5776 442 .4479
105 .4443 422 .2618
95 .5019 283 .2257
42 .1508 257 .1095
* mm
*  * rt
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Sample
#
Number
Plants
Douglas-Fir
Shoot Root
Length * Weight**Length* Weight**Comments
178 .1707 294 .0897 leaves - dying at tips,
mostly good green color 
but new leaves are pale: 
stem - sturdy; roots - 
healthy, well branched; 
medium to fine thickness.
2 2 84 116 leaves healthy to slightly
61 .0659 194 .0492 yellow green: stems - 
sturdy; roots well branched, 
thick, many root hairs.
3 2 55 .0873 270 .0890 leaves fairly healthy, good
36 .0526 189 .0467 green color, stems sturdy, 
roots branched, medium 
thickness.
4 5 38 .0576 72 .0277 leaves fairly healthy.
43 .0603 105 .0324 good green; stems slightly
43 .0521 76 .0533 less than sturdy; roots
50 .0404 184 .0435 thick to fine w/much
35 .0671 206 .0416 branches.
5 5 25 .0351 ' 87 .0284 leaves healthy; stem sturdy.
38 .0723 196 .1625 root thick to medium well
39 .0432 183 .0853 branched.
60 .0898 202 .1252
51 .0699 168 .0600
6 7 40 .0214 32 .0076 leaves - older dying at
52 .0518 167 .0519 tips, new pale (yellow-
30 .0353 94 .0522 green), small; stems, sturdy,
50 .0464 242 .0453 roots medium to heavy.
42 .0500 77 .0679
26 .0199 107 .0214
49 .0470 52 .0406
7 2 47 .0520 207 .0402 leaves healthy; stems fair
34 .0614 292 .0534 sturdy, roots medium, 
poorly branched, long.
8 2 27 .0385 47 .0669 leaves good color; dying at
48 .0391 52 .0238 tips, stem sturdy, roots 
heavy, branched.
9 3 56 .0286 160 .0343 leaves pale green, dying
28 .0335 38 .0179 from tips; stems sturdy.
38 .0214 161 .0289 roots branched, heavy.
10 4 21 .0489 26 .0061 leaves light green to yellow
48 .0226 156 .0206 green, stem sturdy to fine
37 34 roots long fine unbranched
22 .0274 46 .0116 to short stubby thick 
branched.
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Sample
#
Number
Plants
Douglas-Fir (continued)
Shoot Root
Length * Weight** Length* Weight *€omments
11
12
13
14
15
16
52 .0254 82 0157
65 .0497 64 0859
50 121
38 .0394 86 0472
No surviving seedlings 
1 45 .0327 164 0396
17 3 39 .0570 158 .0489
48 .0864 88 .0436
36 .0670 203 .0648
18 No surviving seedlings
19 No surviving seedlings
20 No surviving seedlings
21 1 42 .0723 180 .0387
22 1 49 .0581 91 .0321
23 1 37 .0402 65 .0363
24 No surviving seedlings
25 No surviving seedlings
26 No surviving seedlings
old leaves some dying, 
some healthy (50-50); 
new leaves pale yellow 
stem sturdy; roots small 
branch, heavy, 
older leaves dead & dying, 
new leaves pale yellow & 
dying from tips back; stem 
sturdy, roots branched & 
heavy.
leaves pale yellow, older 
leaves slightly greener 
than new leaves but older 
ones dying from tips; stem 
sturdy; roots, 
leaves fairly healthy, new 
leaves slightly pale; stem 
sturdy; roots well branched 
thick.
never shed seed but started 
new growth, leaves ok, green; 
older dying at tips; stem 
fairly sturdy, roots few 
branches, heavy, 
leaves good green to slightly 
pale at tips; stems sturdy 
roots thick to fine, well 
branched except for plant 
w/thick roots.
leaves fairly healthy but 
yellow at tips; stem sturdy 
roots branched medium thick­
ness, good root hair develop­
ment.
leaves pale yellow-green, 
stem sturdy, root broken off 
leaves pale dying at tips ; 
stem sturdy; root thick 
branched.
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Sample
#
Number
Plants
Douglas-Fir (continued)
Shoot Root
Length* Weight **Length * Weight **Comments
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
2 21 .0114 18 .0028
27 .0108 28 .0023
No surviving seedlings
1 17 .0099 11 .0041
4 58 .0493 113 .0319
63 .0548 191 .0642
37 .0256 152 .0375
40 .0347 202 .0365
1 20 .0282 25 .0087
2 18 .0167 18 .0066
26 21
No 1surviving seedlings
3 25 .0363 82 .0249
41 .0313 54 .0353
35 .0249 33 .0171
2 42 .0278 43 .0066
23 .0344 46 .0136
2 200 .3683 400 .1380
152 .4273 805 .2799
37 4 110 .2329 378 .1567
78 .1777 253 .1445
70 .0704 245 .0455
63 .1065 271 .0934
38 1 134 508
39 2 51 280
80 165
40 2 48 .0906 186 .0735
25 .0541 89 .0276
41 1 43 .0397 171 .0253
new plant but looks 
healthy.
leaves green to yellow- 
green, stems fairly 
sturdy, roots heavy, 
poorly branched. 
leaves healthy, stem 
sturdy, roots under de­
veloped, thick, branched, 
leaves good green, stem 
sturdy, root dwarfed, 
branched, thick.
leaves healthy to pale 
yellow-green, stem ok, 
roots medium to heavy, 
leaves slightly pale, 
stem ok; roots heavy, 
branched.
leaves very healthy; good 
dark green, large; stem 
sturdy and branches; roots 
medium to fine well branched, 
very well developed, lots 
of hairs.
leaves very healthy, good 
green, large; stems sturdy 
roots well branched medium 
to fine thickness well 
developed, many root hairs. 
Poa pretense - growing in 
pot.
leaves healthy good green 
no yellowy ; stems sturdy, 
roots well branched, medium 
thickness.
leaves healthy, good dark 
green, stem fairly sturdy 
roots branched, thin but not 
well developed.
* mm
* *  rr
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lample 
#
pH organic
matter
%
P
ppm
K
ppm
Ca
meq/ 
100 g
Mg
meq/ 
100 g
Na
meq/
100 Ç
1 5.8 7.4 920 314 5.88 . 66 .222 5.0 7.6 632 265 3.48 .33 .37
3 5.0 7.8 920 285 3.36 .24 .374 4.6 7.8 316 2 85 .84 .08 . 30
5 4.7 4.4 632 651 .96 .08 . 30
6 4.5 11.0 428 238 4.92 .90 . 30
7 7.6 8.2 115 498 67.20 1.07 .30
8 4.4 7.0 356 323 2.16 . 16 .37
9 4.9 4.6 300 135 2.04 .16 .30
10 4.5 7.6 332 508 4.20 .49 . 37
11 5.6 3.4 123 2,560 8.04 .74 . 30
12 5.3 3.0 178 6,950 28.80 1.15 1.23
13 7.0 8.0 356 498 58.80 .82 . 30
14 5.2 7.2 246 382 7.08 .74 . 30
15 4.6 2.2 146 448 7.08 1.31 .37
16 5.2 5.4 100 508 7.32 1.48 .30
17 7.7 7.4 111 256 50.40 1.31 .22
18
19 7.5 3.2 75 38 7.44 .99 .37
20 5.5 .5 83 174 11.88 1.73 . 30
21 7.4 7.4 236 468 42.30 2.76 .30
22 5.7 10.4 460 458 28.80 2.60 .37
23 5.2 6.6 372 767 11. 88 .90 . 30
24 6.8 11.4 888 675 69.60 1.56 .30
25 6.1 8. 8 472 323 39.60 1.64 .30
26 5.6 5.8 316 5,690 31.20 .82 .45
27 6.0 7.6 1,180 342 37.20 . 49 .22
28 5.3 1.6 712 675 10.08 . 66 .45
29 6.2 1.7 492 230 38.40 1.15 .30
30 6.5 7.8 344 478 54.00 2.76 .30
31 5.8 4.2 384 850 25.20 1.48 .30
32 5.1 4.8 222 662 8.28 .99 .30
33 4.5 7.0 400 362 4.44 .16 .30
34 5.0 3.4 236 183 2.04 .16 .22
35 7.4 9.6 332 400 79.20 .74 .30
36 5.8 19.6 292 2,460 46.80 3.26 .30
37 6.2 6 .6 103 249 30.00 1.81 .37
38 7.4 17.2 246 662 92.40 2.19 .30
39 5.5 6.0 2 76 202 8.40 1.81 .37
40 5.2 4.8 332 135 12.00 . 16 .37
41 5.1 6 .6 107 164 3.72 1.23 .30
